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Audiovisual Parameters. Paul Prudence’s
“natural” Structures
Pasquale Napolitano

His work Fast Fourier Radial, for
instance, consists in a spectrograph
visualization of sounds in three
dimension (originally for Hacktronic,
Boston, in 2007), while Rynth [n4] is a
“visual music” work where sounds
create transformations, alterations or
surface modulations, primordial
geometry textures and mathematical
surfaces. Rynth’s visual universe takes
its cue from gyroscopic instruments
and anti-gravity devices and uses a
wide variety of techniques to turn
morphogenetically sound into visual
material, by starting from real time
methods of sound analysis and
directing sound mapping through
OSC and MIDI systems. The range of
obtained sounds and the field
recording are the core material for
sound design synthesis.

Paul Prudence, real-time visual
performer, works with procedural
systems by exploring structures,
graphic and generative potentialities
of audiovisual systems. He is
extraordinary, educated, intelligent,
open-minded and capable of living in
more worlds simultaneously, from the
live-based media to the graphic art
world, keeping his eyes always open
wide on forms and composition rules,
things that are not so easy to find in
the turmoil of modern digital
creativity. He is one of those hybrid
figures standing on the edge of art
and design who are now resorting to
data visualization in order to describe,
at the crossroads of art and
algorithms, the storm of information
surrounding us. The results are often
unexpected.

We have to do with a very curious
artist in constant evolution, who after
moving from Flash to the bigger and
more versatile VVVV, is now focusing
his attention on the audio-sensitive
generative systems which remind of
organic spaces. His deep interest in
computational and visual feedback
systems led him to the creation of
works such as Talysis (consisting in
3

geometrical forms always turning into
new ones without interruption). For
an overview of his works, we suggest
you go and see
(
http://www.flickr.com/photos/transp
hormetic/sets/) his beautiful set on
Flickr.

to our time.
His dual role of artist and essayist
arises another interesting element: to
understand, as already done in other
artistic fields (such as Angelo Trimarco
did in his reflections in 2001) that art
works is actually a critic of art itself,
for it creates a referential and
dialectical relationship with the public
and the entire archive of past and
present objects, acting every time as
completion, comment, parody; all of
this is even richer if we take into
consideration a set of data: as a
matter of fact, to isolate the
quantitative parameters of a
phenomenon, although ephemeral,
means to give them a process whose
aesthetic result has obvious
characteristics. It is an action involving
simultaneously production and
comment, a way out of a latent state.

Paul Prudence is not only known for
his visualization and real time images,
but for his excellent blog as well. Its
name is Dataisnature, and it
concentrates on the current
developments of audiovisual and
generative art, scientific research and
historical reconstruction, thus
representing an online pillar of visual
software art panorama.

In order to know his world better, we
made for Digicult a structured debate
about techniques, aesthetics,
productions and procedures of work
of one of the most aware characters
on the digital creativity panorama.

Paul’s artistic activity and his study of
these contents are two faces of the
same coin, for we are standing before
one of the few artists capable of
feeling himself part of an historical
continuum and a cultural context, as
the following interview confirms. In
other words, he is aware he belongs
4

performance to performance I have to
program modules that are robust
enough to handle different kinds of
audio data  and this can be a
challenge.
Pasquale Napolitano: By examining all
of your works, it is particularly
interesting to notice that you are
capable of defining a certain kind of
aesthetics, which seems to take its
roots from the iconographic universe
of scientific, astronomical and
architectural visualisations. What is
the source of your choice?

Pasquale Napolitano: I would start
with a simple but inevitable question
for an artist like you: what is your
approach to data like?
Paul Prudence: In its raw form data it
is a meaningless stream of numbers.
Strategies and techniques must be
found to transform the data into a
meaningful visualisation or an
aesthetic proposition depending on
the final use of the data. Often the
hardest part of the process of
visualising data is the conceptual
approach to transforming numbers
into visual objects that have a degree
of isomorphism to the original
datasets.

Paul Prudence: I’ve always been
drawn to strong graphical artworks,
natural patterns, complex structures,
maps, diagrams, charts and esoteric
visual systems since I was very young.
Certain kinds of geometric forms also
resonate with me. I suppose I could
be called a pattern enthusiast and you
can easily see this in the artworks and
ideas. I blog about that at
Dataisanture.com. I’m very interested
in the interrelationships between the
visual output of different kinds of
computational procedures and

So, the key thing is to find a way of
generating a readable pattern from a
seemingly random collection of
numbers. Much of the work I make
involves analysing incoming audio
data in real-time to create
‘synaesthetic’ audio-visual
experiences. Since the audio input
may change considerably from

analogue natural ‘earth’ processes.
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Talysis II
(
http://www.paulprudence.com/?p=14
0) which was originally conceived as
an installation piece for a show. I
latter developed the feedback system
to generate the Autotroph
(
http://www.paulprudence.com/?p=13
8) series of prints for a show in New
York
Pasquale Napolitano: I also found
interesting your skill to bring these
aesthetics concepts both into the
live-media and installation universe,
and even transferred on classic media
such as the press. How do you
manage to tie in the installation
aspect with the performative one? Do
you approach differently to various
communicative situations? Or do you
utilize a similar way of work each
time?

Pasquale Napolitano: You combine
your artist work with a high skill of
writing and theoretical elaboration
(www.paulprudence.com e
dataisnature.com), clearly showing
the capability of glancing at your work
from different points of view. How do
you make these two aspects coexist?
Paul Prudence: Most viewers of my
work naturally connect with the
aesthetics of the pieces, the
geometries, symmetries, and the
composition. But there is always a

Paul Prudence: Well there are
processes I’ve developed that are
applied in different ways according to
the final medium  so really I approach
the generation of the artworks the
same way but taking into account
their final audience. I’ve developed a
methodology were a performance
piece could feasible be re-purposed
to create a print piece – it’s just a
matter of readjusting its technical
specification to fit the final purpose.

parallel conceptual level existing side
by side for those who are interested. I
use paulprudence.com as an outlet to
write about some of the philosophies
behind the works as well as to
document technical aspects.
The writing acts a as a feedback
process itself, helping me refining
ideas, developing new ones and
creating a critical context. I spend a
lot of time doing research in a wide

A good example of this transference
would be in my video feedback piece

range of areas from cybernetics, to
6

complexity sciences, up to
geomorphology and
psychogeography. These ideas find
their way into my work, not necessary
implemented in a scientific way,
sometime just acting as general
themes.

hidden relationship between the
patterns in the data and the visual
representation of the data are
revealed  but its still just one
interpretation of many that are
possible.

Pasquale Napolitano: A crucial
category of generative art is the socalled trans-coding, or the process
showing how from a flow of data is
possible to extract an aesthetical
output. Yet in this procedure there is
always a factor of interpretative
arbitrariness. How do you act in this
“grey line” where artists have to justify
the machines’ work?

Paul Prudence: The transition from
bits to paper is really quite a simple
process due to the current availability
of very high quality digital printers.
The software I use, VVVV, is extremely
powerful and versatile for outputting
a range of formats for print. Screen
based works can be output at
extremely high resolutions to create
large scale works, such as those that
were shown at Artware in Peru last

Paul Prudence: I absolutely agree with
you that the transcoding part of the
transformation of data into art or a
data visualisation is a very crucial area.
Experiments in data visualisation fail
because there is no final meaningful
connection between the data and the
final visual configuration. A good data
visualisation succeeds because a

year.

Pasquale Napolitano: Making once
again reference to my previous
question, to take a flow of data into a
“classical” aesthetical output, such as
a papery one, like you often did in the
past in works by the names of
“Artware”, is no doubt a new
mediation process. How does this
passage from bit to paper happen?
And more generally, how do you
choose your data?

7

Norman Mclaren have been a great
inspiration.
Pasquale Napolitano: You proved
yourself to be good at working in
team many times, as you have been
part of Schtum Collective. How do
you feel to work in team? Is this need
of collaboration due only to a
technical need or has it a project value
as well? And finally, when working in
team do you act more as a co-author
or rather as a director leading the rest
of your group in terms of time and
procedures of work?

Pasquale Napolitano:In works such as
Bio Acoustic Phenomena, one can find
a taste for space seen as a set of really
astonishing superimposed microweaves. In my opinion that gives
proof of a solid visual culture and an
undeniable technical skill as well. Are
there any artist or designer (not
necessarily in the generative art field)
you draw your inspiration from? More
generally, what have been the most
influencing artists for your work?

Paul Prudence: In collaborative
projects I always work on a specific
area  that is completely under my
control. In this sense although the
project is co-authored I keep the right
to the visual aspect I’ve worked on,
with the possibility of developing a
co-authored part of the collaboration
into a fully developed project of my
own. In most of the team projects I’ve
worked on I’ve tended to work by
delegation and committee  with no
obvious director in control.

Paul Prudence: Inspiration comes
from many different art forms and
disciplines, from Kinetic and Op-art
through to parametric architecture.
I’ve enjoyed and been inspired by the
work of Laszlo Moholy-Nagy 
particularly something like his LightSpace Modulator piece. The original
pioneers in the field of computational
art are a constant reference  people
like Mark Wilson and Ben Lapolsky.
Going back a bit further to the work of
the early visual music experimenters 
people like Mary Ellen Bute, John
Whitney, Oskar Fischinger and
8

Pasquale Napolitano: Now here is a
classical ending question: what you
are working on at the moment? What
path do you want your work to take?

producing a live visual
accompaniment for their concerts.
These days I’m also doing a lot more
sound design and composition to
work with my visual artworks. At this
moment I’m in India doing a lot of

Paul Prudence: Right now I’m working
on a short 6 minute version of
Bioacoustic Phenomena for a DVD
compilation of experimental audiovisual works. The piece was originally
created as a performance piece with
the sound artist Francisco Lopez and
should be released later this summer.
Currently I’m also in conversation with
a Slovenian choir with the view to

field recordings which often then go
on to form the basis of my audio
compositions

http://www.paulprudence.com
http://www.dataisnature.com
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New Planning Protocols. From Design To
Science Transitions
Carla Langella

connexions with digital manufacturing
are tighter and tighter. Some
examples of algorithmic design can
be represented by the jewels and
house accessories realized by Nervous
System, which rediscover the
computational aspect as a creative
instrument capable of giving support
to designers in their elaborations and
reducing the time between concept
and realization.

During the last decade the design
field has been showing a growing
interest in the possibility of improving
scientific research with its products,
by making use of multi-disciplinary
integration methods and tools and
scientific matrix-based criteria.
Contemporary design aims to
promote innovation and
experimentation procedures, where
design and science get closer to each
other, melt and give birth to
something new.

Codifying and constructing the
algorithm, just like drawing, become
creative actions, whose qualitative
results depend more on designers’
project skills than on any other real or
digital element. On the Nervous
System Internet site, in the ecommerce section, the user is allowed
to customize some jewels through a
digital customization tool, by
modifying the dimensional
parameters of some jewels and
purchase the co-projected product,

Design meets mathematics in the
experimentations of digital
technologies seen as expression
forms, where the planning
intervention involves the algorithm
world through ways referred to as
algorithmic design, generative design
and computational design, whose

realized with efficient systems the
likes of rapid prototyping. By
observing their products, the purpose
appears clear: Nervous System aims
to use digital technologies to turn into
design the complexity of natural
phenomena, procedures and patterns,
10

as the ones characterizing the growth
of natural structures.

decipher in an easier way and from
different points of view.
The Diatom Design project, born out
of the collaboration between Hybrid
Design Lab [1] and the research team,
specialized in electronic microscopics
and marine biology with Mario De
Stefano as coordinator, both coming
from Seconda Università degli Studi of
Naples, wants to investigate the
relationship between design and
biological sciences by means of two
different ways: the bio-inspiration
approach, leading to the design of
innovative and sustainable products
which transfer project strategies from
the diatoms and the approach
expecting design to act as a support
for biology, thanks to its tools of
modelization and interpretation of
biological characters, such as
structures and patterns, in order to
better understand each motivation
and biological-physical phenomenon
laying at the base of such characters.

The collaborations between design
and biology are particularly frequent,
ranging from bionics to biomimetic
design which confers on products
strategies, tools and methods taken
from biology, up to graphic
elaboration experiences of biological
procedures.
In Design4Science research and
formation project, the communication
design explains the Molecular Biology
field, making reference to a wide
range of resources, such as the data
and research archive of MRC
Laboratory of Molecular Biology in
Cambridge, Geis Archives of Howard
Hughes Institute and David Goodsell
and Scripps Research Institute.
Design, in this case, rather than
drawing inspiration from biological
sciences, gives its support to science
with visual works, photos, animations
and digital images revealing concepts
and procedures for scientists to

Design, chemistry and materials
science share no doubt the strongest
relationship in science field.
Nevertheless, science knowledge and
production technologies being in
constant changing, such relationship
reveals more and more complex and
interesting collaborative scenarios,
where the interaction between the
two worlds is no more casual and
desultory, but rather aware and
constructive. New methodological
11

dimensions are born, with the
purpose of identifying common
protocols of activity where to found
an interdisciplinary and shared project
procedure, meant to develop new
concepts and design products, always
proceeding by an eco-friendly and
market-oriented innovation.

unique planning instruments for the
creation of scenarios and the analysis
of society-market evolution dynamics,
try to interpret the materials provided
by researchers under the guise of new
concepts and products. At the same
time, materials scientists, through
interdisciplinary collaboration, finds
new applications for its researches
and suggests reasons and spurs for
seeking new forms of design, by
indicating the most advanced paths
for science and technology
development.
This method defines two possible
approaches: the first one, shifting
from materials to design (Materials→
Design), expects chemists and
scientists of materials to suggest
design innovations to be turned into
products and applications, while in
the second one design requires
scientists of materials to find the most
appropriate solutions for specific
planning briefs (Design→Materials). A
phase-structured procedure for both
approaches has been defined and
experimented.

In Hybrid Design Lab project
experimentations, dialogue and
cooperation between design and new
materials [2] are ever present
concepts, based on the definition and
experimentation of new languages
and modes of interaction and sharing
among designers, scientists of
materials and companies that intend
to improve the design-material
innovation in their productions.

The Materials→ Design approach
proposes to “explain”, through design
instruments, every technical and
expressive opportunity offered by
material and technology innovation.
An interpretation leading to new
concepts, products and service
systems capable of exploiting their
specific properties and identities. The

To this purpose, a new “hybrid” and
collaborative method, based on the
integration of knowledge and meant
to favour the outcoming of artistic
cross-breeding and creative short
circuits, has now been defined and
experimented. Design, using its
12

identity of a material is the complexity
of opportunities, limits and
weaknesses distinguishing it, and
have to be elaborated in order to
conceive new applications where
materials can reach their highest
performance. “Identity features”
involve environmental aspects;
technical performance like durability,
processability, mechanical and barrier
properties; perceptive features like
aspect, capability of emitting and
reflecting light, colour and tactile
properties.

chemists and scientists of materials in
order to acquire new information on
determined factors such as
experimental cycle, realization phases
and procedures and technical,
environmental and perceptive
requirements. The different
approaches and points of view by the
teams allow both sides to draw
inspiration and individuate
potentialities which would not be so
easily appreciated by working
singularly and following the usual
methods.
3. Identity of material definition: The
two teams work together in order to
draw up a report containing the
identity features of the new material,
according to the following categories
of features: technical-functional ,
aesthetical , technological and
procedural, environmental and
perceptive.
4. Detection of opportunity areas and
interpretation limits to be explained
through new concepts.

The most relevant phases
characterizing this approach are:

5. Prefiguration of possible applicative
scenarios and new consumption
models on the basis of market and
society evolution tendencies.

1. Material selection: the materials
science research team makes a
selection and proposes a developed
or developing material system
considered as capable of producing
new application fields.

6. Proposal of new concepts
interpreting, expressing and
improving the identity of the new
material.

2. Cognitive analysis: In this phase the
researchers of the design team work
in laboratories side by side with

7. Development of planning proposals.
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8. Selection of the best planning
proposal.

2. Definition and analysis of planning
problems linked to the needs found in
the brief.

9. Project development, feasibility
study, prototyping and possible
patent.

3. Analysis of the similar solutions
already existing on the market, and
emphasis on pros and cons.
4. Prefiguration of new consumption
models and possible product
scenarios through which to propose
new solutions to the unresolved
problems.
5. Definition of a concept aimed to
propose innovative solutions to the
newly defined project problems.
6. Translation of concepts and project
principles defined in a brief of
materials required by the project.

In the second approach (D→M) design,
by utilizing new methodological and
linguistic cooperation tools set up
through many multidisciplinary
collaborations, experiment the
possibility to transfer and turn new
design concepts into new
requirements to be proposed to
scientists of material, compliant with
the modern need-based scenarios.
In this approach the methodology is
developed by following these phases:
1. Drawing up of a brief elaborated by
a design team or a company, for the
development of a new need-based
scenario, already individuated but
never sufficiently satisfied by any
existing product.

7. Detection of the possible solutions
for materials that: may already exist;
exist but need to be partially
modified; have to be set up ex novo.
8. Development of an integrated

14

design-science system for the
definition of new materials systems,
compliant with the requirements. In
this phase it is fundamental that
design and materials science
researchers cooperate to the
elaboration of shared solutions,
radically improving their current
research activities, as well as to the
production of feasible results,
reachable through existing and
accessible technologies, economically
speaking.

to reach common concept and
planning results to become, at the
end of the research course ,
commercializable and technically
feasible products, capable of radically
changing the entire progress of
scientific research in our everyday life.

9. Development of shared planning
proposals involving synergically
materials and products.
10. Selection of the best planning
proposal.

Different knowledge and disciplinary
specifications are united to reach
conceptual or concrete results, whose
guideline is an approach seeking
innovation and translation of research
into products. By exploring such
relationship through different points
of view, design and science come
closer to each other. The newly born
systems of research are numerous
and multiform, but always based on
the possibility to adopt technicalscientific matrix paradigms and
methodologies, capable of controlling
the complex panorama of
contemporary industrial production
and its relationships with cultural
aspects, as well as the productive
history of a context and the human

11. Project development, feasibility
study, prototyping and possible
patent.
The intersection of design with
mathematics, biology, physics,
materials science and chemistry can
therefore pave the way for new
collaboration scenarios where roles
invert, melt and renew continuously,
with the purpose of advancing in
different fields of research, in a
synergic and pro-active way.
Multidisciplinary collaboration is
based on the intention of encouraging
the confluence of some of the most
significative research activities, led at
the same time by design and science
15

and territorial value.

Ranzo.
[2]- In the Hybrid Design Lab the
research team coordinated by Carlo
Santulli and the other teams
coordinated by Mario Malinconico and
Maurizio Avella coming from ICTP and
CNR manage the competence of
materials, with particular attention to
the environmental sustainability.

Notes:
[1] – The Hybrid Design Lab is part of
IDEAS Department of Seconda
Università of Naples and it is
coordinated by Carla Langella under
the scientific supervision of Patrizia
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Media Facades. When Buildings Start To
Twitter
Thomas Schielke

In the last decade, media facades
have become a widespread element
for luminous tweets. They establish a
network between the building owner
and the citizens, sometimes driven by
aesthetical debates, other times by
commercial intentions to avoid
traditional light advertisement.

The pursuit of persuasion by way of
big screens gives the impression that
size receives a higher relevance than
content, comparable with the large
amount of trivial tweets in Twitter.
Various media facades appear as
monumental monologues repeating a
fixed animation daily.

The analysis depicts international
media facades with their different
artistic, social or brand messages up
to interfaces like iPhone Apps or brain
sensors for public participation.
Communication: Luminous tweets
and retweets

A few facades use signals from the
environment and transform them into
a play of light and shadow. Others
emerge as urban dialogues when
buildings show combined moving
pictures. Some even allow people to
send tweets to the building to receive
luminous retweets. They turn the city
into a community following the
dialogue and with the respective Apps
may possibly even gain a following
community worldwide.

During the day, facade structures with
their windows and material
combinations grant a specific building
image to the public. However, after
sunset electrical light is the medium
for an architectural image. The light
appearance sends an atmospheric
signal to the citizens like hang on in
front of an asleep structure, look at an
inviting but static facade or enjoy a
vivid architecture sharing short
stories.

Technology: From flourescent lamps
17

2003). First and foremost, installations
include photovoltaic technique to
convert the sunlight into nocturnal
illumination to compensate the
energy demand of ever growing
media facades (GreenPIX, 2008).

to LEDs
The rapid development of LED
technology in the last decade led to
major changes in media facades.
Small strips of LEDs have been
embedded in sophisticated facade
elements to enable an integration of
light in transparent facades (T-Mobile

Temporary installations have made
use of strong video projectors where
the facade stays untouched and the
building surface becomes the
cinematic canvas..

Forum, 2004).
The fascination with the large colour
space for RGB LED installations

QR Code for augmented reality and
neuron sensors for light impulses

induced numerous light projects
where the display of modern
technology has become more
important than the visual content and
the appropriate use of colour. Further,
the tiny and powerful LED pixels
opened the way for high-resolution
screens – starting with plane screens
and extending to 3D screens to keep
track of round architecture (A.AMP,
2008).

Parallel to the progress in lighting
technology, engineers started to
create new interfaces for their
computer-controlled installations to
facilitate public interaction
(Blinkenlights, 2001). Mobile phones
became an easy to use instrument to
send text messages or utilised the
keys for specific functions.

Former facades using linear or round
fluorescent lamps were characterised
by low resolution animations with

Customized iPhone Apps enabled
broadcasts in real-time and made

their own aesthetic of reduction (BIX,
18

local animations available worldwide
(Stereoscope, 2008). Additionally,
mobile phones with a camera could
even benefit from luminous facades
with a QR Code for augmented reality
(N Building, 2009). First tests with
BCI_Brain Computer Interfaces,
measuring neuron activities in the
brain for triggering light scenes, allow

a vague picture of how unconscious
actions and private enlightenment
could direct public media facades in
the future (Cerebra Electronica, 2010).

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2
uaum8vg60Y
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Vaghe Stelle: Synths, Stars, Memories
Giulia Baldi

http://soundcloud.com/vaghe-stelle
/live-6-11-2010-extract) attracted
everyone’s praise, included that of Mr
James Holden.
And this was just soon after his EP
Cycles 1 (Margot Records) had been
internationally acclaimed and
Modeselektor picked Chamber 1 to be
the digital bonus track for
Modeselektion Vol.01, their recent first
compilation.

Hopefully, we all agree on something:
from time to time the electronic
music scene in Italy produces really
original, internationally relevant,
projects – while the pop and the rock
ones have never achieved anything
similar. From Alexander Robotnik to
the We Love, from Lory D to Marco
Passarani, wherever in the world
some interest arises in quality music
produced by Italians, it’s via synthetic
beats. One of the latest example
is Vaghe Stelle.

If there is a feature that Daniele shares
with his international colleagues is a
profound inspiration that goes
beyond genres and fashions. Inspired
by ’70s Krautrock as much as by ’90s
IDM, his psychedelic sounds textures,
his hypnotic rhythms sequences, his
rarefied atmospheres are instant
classics that can be appreciated in
intimacy as much as enjoyed on

This young artist from the old city of
Turin (an artist with multiple
identities: Daniele Mana his name, The
Pure another solo project, Nice Guys
and Xplosiva his collaborations) has
been one of the most acclaimed at
the 2010 edition of Club2Club Festival,
where his atmospheric and
melancholic live (here’s an excerpt:
20

poem, which is one of my favorite
movie.

the dancefloor, it all depends on the
listener inclination and mood.
Seemingly shy but in reality pretty
sociable, we asked him to tell us
more.
Giulia Baldi: Very little is known of
your story as a musician
Vaghe Stelle: As a child I studied
piano, forced by my mother, but I
soon stopped. Then, when I was
around 15, I started ‘playing’ with
samples and some simple software…
and from there I have never been able
to stop!

Giulia Baldi: The three key words to
describe it

Giulia Baldi: And then?

Vaghe Stelle:Synths, stars e
memories.

Vaghe Stelle:Then… then I worked on
a few projects and collaborations (PS
doesn’t seem he’d like to talk about
any of these so I won’t ask more), and
now I’m focused on Vaghe Stelle.

Giulia Baldi: How do your creative
processes work?
Vaghe Stelle: They are very different
and very connected right
now. Sometimes I start with a single
sound, some other times from a film I
watch. Usually, I sit in front of a synth
and let things come out

Giulia Baldi: Ok, let’s go straight to the
present then. How did Vaghe Stelle
came to life?
Vaghe Stelle:It all happened in my
mind, in the Summer of 2009,
crossing my chronic melancholy with
a passion for the stars, the sky,
science fiction and films. The name
Vaghe Stelle is a tribute to Le
Ricordanze, a work of Giacomo
Leopardi, the Romantic poet, and to
Le Vaghe Stelle dell’Orsa, a film by
Luchino Visconti inspired by that

Giulia Baldi: And where does your
inspiration emerge from?
Vaghe Stelle: From memories, images
that come to my mind; and very often
from strange dreams.
Giulia Baldi: You belong to a
generation of creatives that had/have
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to find new directions among the
many already explored (Daniele is
class 1984). What do you think of
electronic music today?

favourites of the moment?
Vaghe Stelle: I’d mention Margot, a
duo from Rimini that blends kraut,
dance and italo in incredibly catchy
tunes; or Space Dimension Controller
and his recently released EP (on the
historic R&D label). But I’m also
listening to Autre Ne Vaut, Oneothrix
Point Never, Damdike Stare, and new
ones everyday.

Vaghe Stelle: I think electronic music
is constantly evolving, always
fermenting, and new interesting ideas
emerge all the time around the
world. The beauty of electronic music
is that it constantly reinvents itself
learning from its own past.

Giulia Baldi:How do you see
audio/video interactions? Any
fascinating example you’d like to
mention?
Vaghe Stelle: There are some
collectives that work with audio and
video which I like. The first example
that comes to my mind is the rasternoton label, utterly famous for its
originally researched aesthetic. But I
think the best example of all times is
still ‘Dreams That Money Can Buy’, the
film by Hans Richter that features,
among others, artists like Marcel
Duchamp, and has an amazing
sountrack composed, among others,
by John Cage.

Giulia Baldi: Well, then let’s play the
‘listening history’ game: the 5 records
that have influenced you more are
Vaghe Stelle:Reducing all my
influences to 5 works is really difficult,
but among those that have struck me
most I would certainly consider, in no
particular order:Pink Moon by Nick
Drake, Musik Von Harmonia by
Harmonia, 1999 by Prince,
AnotherGreen World by Brian Eno, Pet
Sounds by Beach Boys
Giulia Baldi: What about your
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actually possible in Turin, which is a
world apart from other Italian cities
Vaghe Stelle:I think Turin is a reality
on its own, but like every city I know
is. It’s true, though, that the quality of
the events here is sometimes
exceptional and the electronic music
scene is quite lively. This feeling has
somehow been confirmed by James
Holden when, after 3 days at Club to
Club, he tweeted about an “Italian
New Wave”. Fingers crossed then, it
might be the right place to be…

Giulia Baldi: Last but not least, what
are your aspirations?
Vaghe Stelle: Getting to a sound
which is as personal, mature and
complete as possible, and coming up
with something new even when it

http://vaghestelle.com
http://soundcloud.com/vaghe-stelle

seems impossible.

http://www.mixcloud.com/vaghe_st
elle/january-mix/

Giulia Baldi: But perhaps this is
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Zimoun and Leerraum [ ]. Sound Organisms In
Evolution
Marco Mancuso

(mechanical) sound in relation to the
space, as well as for his aesthetical
analysis on a possible visual
translation of the sound mechanism
implied by his works.
Awarded with an honourable mention
at Prix Ars Electronics 2010 in sound
art category, and founder (along with
Marc Beekhuis) of Leerraum [ ], one of
the most dynamic labels for CDs,
DVDs and international networks
(organizing events, conferences and
exhibitions) gathering artists who
work with audiovisual elements on
the science-art front, Zimoun is a
tough artist, difficult to read and
categorise. Nonetheless, to schedule
artist into categories is one of the
most useless and constrictive actions,
and seems inappropriate for
describing the wide complexity of his
work.

‘My audio compositions are less
focused on getting from A to B but
rather to create static sound
architectures and spaces. They should
be entered and explored acoustically
like a building.» Zimoun
The Swiss artist Zimoun claims he is
an autodidact. During the following
interview he will make clear he didn’t
study art and he doesn’t have a solid
background at his disposal, and least
of all he never thought about
confronting himself with other artistic
or vanguard movements which came
before him. As this article is trying to
focus on, he is one the most
interesting and visionary artist of our
time. In the sound art international
panorama, he is one of a kind for his
research on the expressive
potentialities of analogical
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components and materials, Zimoun’s
kinetic sculptures may require the
observer to make an effort of
imagination, acting subjectively on
the completion of the work, as the
author himself suggests at the end of
our chat.
All of these elements were widely
known in the world of art, but in
Zimoun’s works they appear as they
are made up-to-date in relation to the
contemporary culture of the sound
seen as process. They seem like an
aesthetic translation of a smaller and
smaller technology, miniaturized and
closed on the expressive level within
complex systems which would
otherwise explode as a sum of each
expressive element.

His sound installations are in fact
wonderful complex systems,
composed by mechanic motorized
units, organized by very rigid project
and exposition rules: these works are
vivacious living organisms, capable of
inhabiting their space through a smart
and never banal relationship among
sound and measurement of volume.
A careful study on the composition
potentialities of the sound
superimposition produced by the
different used materials, and a strong
irony in his mechanisms’ kinetics,
almost seeking for the observers’
attention, are further chances of
analysis and reflection for the lucky
ones who have experience of his
works. And of course for everyone
who can see and appreciate them
thanks to the net (It is possible to view
all of his works on Vimeo, starting
from
http://www.vimeo.com/7235817).

Yet, to mention Constructivism and
Bauhaus experiences, reproducibility
of Programmed Art or Munari‘s or
Tinguely‘s Useless Machines doesn’t
make sense, for the reason we hinted
at the beginning: Zimoun is an
autodidact, he works by instinct, he
has no points of reference. And I think
that in this freedom lies his true
artistic value…

Voluntarily composed without a title
and described to the public only on
the basis of their mechanical
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I founded Leerraum in 2003 together
with the graphic designer Marc
Beekhuis. In Leerraum [ ] different
interests are coming together. On the
one hand, the project tries to build up
a network of people working in
related fields, with related concepts,
with similar attitudes. For example
there can be an interesting common
ground for an architect, a musician
and an installation artist. But also
different points of view and different
methods of seeking solutions. So, the
desire is to create a pool to exchange
visions, knowledge, information and
ideas in general. On the other hand it’s
also about a curated platform and
archive (physical and digital) for small
objects, releases and ideas.

Marco Mancuso: I would start from
the beginning. Which are your
backgrounds and how have you come
to your actual artistic research? Let us
know more about you and the label
Leerraum [ ], of course….
Zimoun: Since a little kid I have been
interested in exploring sound through
playing instruments and creating
compositions, in addition to visual
activities such as paintings, cartoons,
photographs and so on. So, from a
very early age I was fascinated and
somehow obsessed by being active in
all these fields: sound, music and
visually realized projects. Now,
through my sound sculptures and
installations many of these interests
are coming together.

Marco Mancuso: In your artworks,
there are some evident references to
kinetik and programmed art
movement, to the idea of multiples, of
reproducibility, typical of Gianni
Colombo and Gruppo T researches. As
well as a sort of homage to the Bruno
Munari and Jean Tinguely ideas of
playful machines, to the futurist and
constructivist dreams of poetic use of
everyday machines and materials. In
other words, what touches me is your
attitude to belong to a long
developed artistic path: from the
avantguard experiences you’re finding
a very interesting contemporary
analysis with the use of modern
technologies and contemporary
references to the technological

Leerraum [ ] serves as some kind of a
a label and a networking hub of artists
working in similar fields. It has
become a platform for creative
exchange among those who explore
forms and structures based on
reductive principles and careful yet
radical use of materials.
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(industrial) world around us. What do
you think about that?

digital artists and interaction

Zimoun: Well, to be honest, I never
really thought about my work or
decided anything in a historical
context. My knowledge about art
history is pretty small and I also never
studied art. I’m an autodidact by heart
and my work grows mainly through
the process of doing it. I’m influenced
and inspired by the present, the world
and universe I’m living in every day.
Tonns of things are inspiring,
fascinating and activating.

technologies behind some digital
processes and the machines that

designers who like to show (and to
hide) the connections, the cables, the

allow them (I’m thinking about
Limiteazero, in example, and their
“aesthetic of the machines”), you work
on the exposition and put in scene of
micro-mechanisms, of engeneered
motors, of material characteristics
behind your artworks and
installations.
What do you think is the relationship,
the emotive connection, between you
(or your creations) and the audience in
front of them. Do you think there is
more a sensorial kind of feedback, a
sort of reference, a fascination
attending your artworks? And, in case,
how do you play with that?

The beauty and complexity of nature,
its systems, function, chaos and order.
But also mechanics, tools, human
beings, science, factories,
individuality, insects, brains and ideas,
solutions,simplicity, swimming in the
river, activity, materials, great food,
artificiality, humor, absurdity,
architecture and space, philosophy,
doing nothing,… it’s an endless list.

Zimoun: The reduction in my work
makes you concentrate in what’s
there. What you hear is what you see.
So the relationship between the
materials, movements and sounds is
very obvious. This simplicity,
directness and immediacy interest
me. I’m trying to bring visual, sonic
and spatial elements together into
one essence in my installation work.
It’s also an interest in repetitive and
reductive principles, raw materials
and the properties related to sound,
motion and space.

Marco Mancuso: It seems you have a
vojeristic approach. Just like some

It’s a careful but radical use of
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materials I’m looking for. I try to pay
attention to the tiny things to shell the
materials and concepts to their
essential elements. Through this
reduction the works can stay abstract
 more like some kind of a code or
system behind something  but at the
same time they also open a large field
of connections, views, associations
and interpretations.
Marco Mancuso: It is absolutely clear
that you pay a strong attention to the
aesthetic impact of your artworks. A
precise and detailed work of surgical
operation of cleanliness of all
unnecessary details, rebounces for a
minimal and aseptic mis en scene of
the pieces. All your sets reminds a sort
of laboratory, a parallel universe of
precise and setted mechanisms and
behaviours…

Marco Mancuso: You make a strong
use of plastic, polymeric, card and
steel materials working at the same
time with wires, motors, compressed
air, ventilators, grids, pendulums and
balls. What I’m asking is which are the
characteristics of a specific material
that inspires you: do you choose a
material for its beauty or maybe for its
characteristics and functions?
Zimoun: Most the time it’s a
combination of both. The function
and characteristics but also the
material itself. At the beginning there
can be an idea about a sound or a
movement, a vision about a space, an
interest in a behavior or a system, or a
fascination connected to a specific

Zimoun: Well, there’s not one specific
hope from my side of how to look at it
and I appreciate different points of
view, connections, associations and
interpretations. I see it in many
different ways myself too and I create
it based on many different interests
coming together. I think it’s just more
than enough if the listener/viewer is
able to get inspired  somehow
activated  by the works and if he/she
starts to make his/her own
connections, associations and
discoveries on different, individual
levels.

material.

Subjectivity is something very
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examination of simplicity and
complexity at the same time. That
might sound like a dichotomy – but
this things seem often to be quite
close.

interesting. That way the viewer starts
to play an important and creative part
as well and great thoughts about the
works show an activity of an
interesting individual. As the creator
of the work, I can help to give this
freedom to the viewer by not

Or it’s like exploring infinity: you can
ether do this by making your area of
focus larger and larger… but also by
getting smaller and smaller and
smaller… on both sides there’s no end
Exploring complexity based on simple
systems somehow helps me to get at
least a little bit closer to it. Otherwise I
would just be totally overstrained
(laughing).

explaining concrete ideas from my
side. Also by keeping the titles of the
pieces very technical, just based on
the used materials.
Marco Mancuso: Speaking more about
your exposed pieces, I noticed a sort
of obsession for the idea of matrix.
Many (not all) of your artworks
reproduce the idea of a matrix.
Matrixes of pieces, matrixes inside
pieces or moreover pieces included in
concrete matrixes that work as sort of
frames. Matrix is a mathematical
formula, a repetition of patterns, that
again reminds to computational
processes and suggests a possible
connection with the digital art world.
Could you tell me more about your
idea behind the use of matrixes?

Marco Mancuso: The idea of
repetition, of algorithmic sequence, of
regular distribution in the space is
functional to your audiovisual
research. The work on sound as well
as the work on visual phisical
behaviours of wires, tubes, balls
seems well determined, almost
composed. Also the choice of specific
materials seems functional to an
audiovisual result and behaviour. How
do you work on the compositional

Zimoun: The order, the matrix, is often
the technical situation, the system,
the set up. And then the chaos and
individuality is coming out of it’s
activity. That way the individual
behavior of the single, multiplied
elements are getting attention and
are evident. It’s the interplay of both,
the mass and the individuality, the
order and the chaos, the artificiality
and the organic. It’s some kind of an
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stucture of your artworks?

static spaces, situations,
architectures. It will always be

Zimoun: My compositions in general
are less focussed on getting from A to
B but rather on creating static sound
architectures, which can be entered
and explored acoustically like a
building. The focus lies on the
altercation between void, density,
space, structure, interfacing, statics
and balance. I‘m interested in a
selective mix between living
structures that are continuously
generated or evolving by chance and
chain reactions, and a specifically
delimited and contained space in
which these events are allowed to
happen.

different in it’s micro structures, but at
the same time it’s also staying the
same situation somehow. Like a field
with a heard of sheep: a lot is going
on in there, it’s never the same and
continuously changing, but five days
later it’s still the same field with the
same heard of sheep. Maybe one of
them got sick and a new one was
born. Probably there’s less grass after
a while. So the time is some kind of a
tool to realise and examine the
progress, the activities and structures
as well as to give space to the process
and it’s micro events.

My intentions are manifested through
deliberate containment and cautious
monitoring. Thus, I‘m not
preoccupying myself with chance
factors and generative systems to
discover unexpected results, but
rather so that the works can attain a
higher level of vitality. This vitality
grows out of the generative systems
and the specific behavior of the
materials.

Marco Mancuso: This idea of
repetition, of parametric structure, of
fractal distribution of a singular
micro-starting shape, which is present
in your artworks, remind me some
natural spontaneous growing
processes typical of the natural world
surrounding us. So, how do you work
on the passage of scale from a microstructure to a macrostructure?

Marco Mancuso: Repetition brings
also a strong idea of time. How do you
work with this element, time I mean.
The time of your artworks, the time of
a single mechanism behind them, the
time of the audience in front of them?
Zimoun: Mainly I create somehow
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Zimoun: It can work both ways
around. Starting from the small single
element or starting from the vision of
an activated space. Normally it’s a mix
of different things. For example, the
work often starts with a specific space
that I am invited to present in. I think
about the possibilities of how to work
with the space, how to use it as a
body and what kind of piece would
make sense in relation to that
particular space. At the same time
there are always ideas waiting in the
pipeline.

criteria I start to calculate how many
elements I need to work with and I
stat refining and optimizing all spatial
aspects.
Marco Mancuso: Do you think there is
a kind of aesthetical and conceptual
metaphor among mechanical
behaviour and animal/natural
universe, within your artworks?
Zimoun: Yes sure. There’s some kind
of an exploration of the beauty of
nature. Even of course on a very
primitive level compared to the
nature itself. It’s more about
associations and abstraction than
about rebuilding something. Maybe
similar to an abstract painting of the
nature. The association, the process
happening in each single brain, the
individual activations are somehow
completing the pieces on individual
levels.

For example, working with a specific
material or a specific kind of prepared
motor, or perhaps a physical
movement, behavior or sound. Many
ideas often buzz around at the same
time for me, from this I start to pick
out small, single elements that seem
to be most interesting in relation to
the specific situation or space. I then
begin making experiments and
prototypes. Through the process of
physical tests things become more
concrete and comprehensible, I start
to see what could work and where the
problems are hidden.

I try to develop very simple
mechanical systems which allow or
which let grow complex behavior in
sound or motion. Simple mechanical
elements which allow a somehow
“living” behavior, generating and
degenerating patterns, textures and

Normally many steps of prototyping
are needed. Each step is vital in order
to build the next one and to optimize
performance along the way. Through
prototyping sometimes totally
unexpected results show up and can
influence the whole process as well.
But once a prototype satisfies my

forms. In some pieces each single
element can do this on its own, in
some other pieces this happens
through the mass, the multiplication
and the interlocking of many small
sounds and movements.
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authonomy, of indipendent behaviour
of mechanisms, of swarm behaviour
as a process of artificial intelligence,
has a strong poetic and funny impact,
in some cases. Do you agree?
Zimoun: Hehe… sure. I really
appreciate how you get activated
though the work. Nice to meet you
Marco!
Marco Mancuso:This constant
reference to animal/natural world
brings also a strong irony to your art
pieces. This sensation of hyper-cinetic

http://zimoun.ch/
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Dyndy.net: The Future Of Money. For A New
Democratic Economy
Zoe Romano

the bank-debt monopoly and to
experimenting alternative banking
systems and local currencies.
Very often we use money and banks
without thinking that they are a given
fact, without thinking of them as part
of a crystallized system created
through a series of practices of an
specific historical and social context.
And as such can be changed if it’s
inefficient, monopolistic or even antidemocratic.

Last fall in Amsterdam took place the
second Economies of the Commons
Economies of the Commons  Paying
the cost of making things free –
conference. In the panels they
discussed the political economy of
open content and its consequences
for the cultural sector and analyzed
critically the economies taking place
in the “digital commons..

To understand better what is at stake,
I interviewed Marco Sachy….

In that context Jaromil e Marco Sachy
introduced their project Dyndy.net, an
online lab providing “Tools, practices
and experiences for the
conceptualization, development and
deployment of currency”, following
the ethics of the Free Software
Movement and Transition town. Their
main aim is to improve the selforganization of wealthy communities
avoiding the centralized structures of

Zoe Romano: Dyndy’s claim says:
“Engineering the future of money for
democratic economy.” Can you
explain briefly what do you think is
not democratic anymore in
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contemporary economy?

the economic system is what
lubricates the wheels of commerce,
namely bank-debt money. The
monopoly on money creation is
exclusive and based on discretion.

Marco Sachy: Dyndy is a project
focused on horizontally rethinking
economic networking. As Kristinn
Hrafnsson put it while talking about
Wikileaks: “Democrazia senza
trasparenza ? solo una parola vuota”.
And this holds also for economic
issues. At large, contemporary
economy is based on a hierarchical
top-down model of governance, e.g.
by acting on different tiers of the
economic system, economic
institutions organize social life on
behalf of taxpayers, but without direct
participation of the latter in both
design and decision-making
processes of the economic system in
which they are immersed. In brief,
economic ‘rules of the game’ are
imposed from above on those who
then actively develop civilization on a
social level.

They are both elements that render
our economy nondemocratic. Indeed,
the governance structure of the
monetary system influences what
happens in the real economy:
supranational institutions such as the
World Bank, the IMF or still, the BIS
(Bank for International Settlements)
decide behind closed doors what will
be the monetary and – hence –
economic policies that taxpayers or
consumers will be obliged to adopt by
regional authorities (for example the
EU) and in turn by national
governments and local
administrations.
At present such institutions are
considering to switch to a supersovereign global reserve currency;
perhaps, they will change idea, but in
the case in which they will agree on
such solution, I really think that we
will not go to express our opinion in a

Most importantly, citizens who
effectively produce value in a
capitalist system (they did not choose
in the first place) are excluded from
the process of re-distribution of such
value they produce. This is not
democratic, literally. In particular,
Dyndy centers its point of perspective
on an economic element whose
control is presently in the hands of the
few in positions of power at the
expenses of everyone else (and I have
got news for you: – We [the people]
are ‘everyone else’). Such element of

referendum instituted for
democratically deciding on such
matter.
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in a finite world like ours.
In other words, we must keep in mind
that if we continue to consider GDP as
the only parameter to consider in
order to judge whether or not an
economy is healthy, we will have to
manage scenarios where it will be
increasingly difficult to distinguish
whether we are experiencing a
healthy growth or whether we are
experiencing a speculative bubble
that will inescapably burst, putting us
in the uncomfortable situation of a
Second Wave crisis: “Bad banking
balance sheets => credit restrictions
=> recession => worse bank balance
sheets => further credit restrictions
and so the spiral downward goes”
(Bernard Lietaer 2009: 4).

Zoe Romano: Modern capitalist
money presents 6 main shortcomings,
which suggest to re-define its nature
for today’s economic challenges. At
present such shortcomings are
exacerbating economic life: modern
bank money is debt-based, interestbearing, poorly performing as medium
of exchange, store of value and even
as a unit of account, it is kept
artificially scarce, it is inflationary and
centrally managed.

The need to re-consider how we deal
with and create money is the
necessary step toward a world where
financial, banking, and economic
crises will be a weird remembrance of
the past.

These are the main reasons why we
should rethink the nature of money.
Although modern capitalist money
was good to take us until the present
point of society’s evolution from a
straightforward financial point of
view, it is revealing as noxious to
continue to progress on such
surpassed model of economic growth
based on that peculiar type of money.
In a nutshell, exponential growth of
economic profits maybe sustainable
in an ideal world of theories or in the
virtual one of high-frequency trading,
but exponential growth of economic
output is not sustainable by definition

Zoe Romano: How can the monetary
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currencies resulting from it do
resemble the features through which
Deleuze and Guattari characterized
the rhizome in Mille Plateaux. They
aimed at a new way to do philosophy
as well as I claim the possibility of new
kinds of monetary systems, for
instance a multi-currency integrated
monetary system as the outcome of a
rhizomatic approach to monetary
systems design. Thus, the monetary
Rhizome represents all the (literally!)
Post-Modern alternatives to overtake
the Modern paradigm of the
monetary Tree and to develop the
ontology of money and its
manifestations in the 21st century.
Furthermore, it is a rhizome because it
enables to connect in a horizontal and
a-centered way parameters belonging
to different domains of existence
(ethic, economic, psychologic, etc.), in
order to design the most suitable
currency complex needed in the social
economic context one is willing to
fulfill them.

rhizome inspired by deleuze and
guattari become a valid alternative to
the bank-debt paradigm, at the base
of contemporary economy?
Marco Sachy: By virtue of its most
acknowledgeable features Deleuze
and Guattari pointed out in Mille
Plateaux, the monetary Tree is a
philosophical metaphor representing
the traditional, centralized Modern
monetary system (central banking
with the Bank of England as the first
modern central bank founded in 1694;
).
At the international level (or first
hierarchic level) operate institutions
such as the Fund, World Bank or the
less popular BIS, the central bank
coordinating the activities of the ten
major central banks: here, the top
level of the hierarchy, or the root of
monetary management is very well
reached through the issuance and
management of international reserves
at a global level. Thus, the structure is
astonishingly arborescent. Thus, since
we grew immersed in it, the monetary
Tree is the paradigm we are used to
consider as natural when we think
about our monetary system. We do
not look at it as the result of the
appeal to a peculiar and historically
determined evaluation of our
monetary reality.

The monetary Rhizome is therefore, a
change in perspective, which I like to
depict with a a reference to ecology:
from the modern paradigm made of a
monoculture of national currencies, to
an ecology of money in which
different types of currencies operate
together and are usable in mixed
payments. More diversity in the types
of currencies will enhance the
connectivity of all the participants of
the economy and will render the

By contrast, the monetary Rhizome is
named as such because the
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monetary system more resilient in

currencies become widely used?

cases of external shocks. resources to

Marco Sachy:Ideally (but not so
much), the leading principle is that
alternative currencies can be
designed in view of connecting
unused resources to unmet needs. In
other words, alternative currencies
will become more widely used where
they will be more pressingly needed:
counter-cyclical currencies for
addressing unemployment in the
Small and Medium Sized enterprises
(Business-2-Business sector) are in my
humble view the first environment
where to develop such alternativecurrency systems, because the
conditions in the business sector are
becoming pretty bad in advanced
countries after the contagion of the
derivative bubble and related toxic
assets spread in 2008.

increase social capital while
maintaining in the best conditions the
natural capital. They therefore foster
co-operation, because they resemble
some of the features a gift economy
presents: horizontal and a-centred
connection between peerparticipants.
Both complementary currencies
relationships respectively between
scarcity and interest make the dualcurrency approach very attractive.
Moreover, if correctly designed
complementary currencies do not
affect inflation rates imputable to
national ones: “if in the pockets of
highest unemployment people create
a complementary currency to alleviate
their own problems, then the political
pressure to lower interest rates and
potentially fuel inflation will also be
reduced”.

More in general, since it is not realistic
to think to get rid of bank-debt
money from a day to the other, the
valuable breakthrough is to seriously
begin from the complementary
currencies approach: they are
monetary agreements within a
community to use something as a
means of payment in parallel with – as
complements to – conventional
national currencies.
In this view then, alternative or
complementary currencies can be
used in every sector and under every
set of circumstances in which one

Zoe Romano:In which sector(s) and
under which circumstances do you
think is more likely that alternative
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wants to measure the value of the
economic life going on in it. There are
no limitations for creativity and thus
for possible currency creations:
roughly, today there exists almost
5000 complementary currencies in
use around the world: from Frequent
Flyer Miles (corporate currencies: if
you fly only with my company you will
increasingly save conventional
money), to Transitions currencies such
as the Tones Pound in UK or the SCEC
in Italy (local currencies to be spent
locally for developing and maintaining
local economies), or still Social
Purpose Currencies such as Japanese
Huerai Kippu (I take care of your
grandmother for some hours per
week and than I give the Hureai Kippu
– not Yens – that I gained to my
grandfather who is thus put in the
conditions to be serviced form
another member of the network while
keeping Yens in his pocket and use

them to go say for sauna treatments
or whatever you can have just with
conventional money). And so on and
so forth…

The important point to bear in mind is
that an alternative or complementary
currency must be designed to solve
very peculiar and detailed problems
not addressed by virtue of its own
properties by conventional money.
http://www.dyndy.net/
http://www.transitiontowns.org/
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Tracing Infra-spaces. Complicated Beginnings
and Elliptical Ends
Eugenia Fratzeskou

incompatible with each other, asthey
obscure the true complexity of reality
and, most importantly, the
interdependence of micro-worlds and
macro-worlds. [1]
What is evident is that a ‘succession of
scientific paradigms’ is by no means
clear and settled. A closer
investigation of what is understood as
‘paradigm shifts’, may show certain
ambiguous interchanges between
reduction, abstraction, complexity
and complementarity, in a context
where there is not even a single
definition of complexity that seems to
be universally accepted. This situation
is most revealing of the inevitable
limitations and shortcomings that
characterise our attempt to study and
map reality.

This article offers an investigation into
how drawing infra-spaces creatively
reveals the unknown types of digital
geometry that emerge from the
algorithmic ‘flows’ of digital
visualisation systems, and how our
perception of science, technology and
visualisation is redefined. This is the
second part of this two-part essay.
Geometry & visualisation
There seems to be an inevitably
‘unending’ scientific controversy
regarding the nature of reality, as
scientists’ focal point appears to be
neither realism nor ontology, but
paradigm dominance. It is commonly
argued that scientific theories
(particularly those concerning
quantum physics) seem to be
incomplete, inaccurate and
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Data visualisation and scientific
simulation have been used in science
and across disciplines for visualising
and manipulating the invisible coordinates of the real world.As Lev
Manovich describes: Contemporary
pure and applied sciences, from
mathematics and physics to biology
and medicine, heavily relies on data
visualisation .[4]

Essentially, the purpose of geometry
is to simplify and structure reality, in
order to enable its visual
representation and study.
Nevertheless, non-Euclidean
geometry (the role of which has been
particularly important for relativity
theory) does not only tend to be
highly abstract, since it cannot be
verified empirically, but also, visually
chaotic. As Steven Connor explains,

Nevertheless, all the limitations that
have been discussed thus far still
prevail, despite early hopes, like
Einstein’s, that new technology,
expanding into digital visualisation,
would eliminate indeterminacy.

the Cartesian notion of space is now
outdated, because non-Euclidean
geometry and Einstein’s relativity
theory have ‘multiplied and
relativised’ space.
The scientist C. S. Unnikrishnan
presents a systematic investigation of
non-Euclidean geometry. As he
explains, non-Euclidean geometry
may have more than three dimensions
that are ‘curled up into ultra-small
.
unobservable sizes’ [2] Consequently,
their visualisation and study tend to
be highly problematic. As investigated
across disciplines, scientific theories
and mostly quantum physics are
based on shaky grounds, as they
contain ‘unobservables’ i.e. space,
time, potentials, fields, waves with no
reference to matter.

The workings of VR itself are
ambiguous.. [5] Although simulation
can be generally described as a
process of synthesising, it also
involves analytical processes. As we
have seen in the first part of this
essay, the algorithmic infrastructure
of digital visualisation systems is itself
characterised by precarious interplays

Indeed, as C. S. Unnikrishnan explains,
‘physical states’ are associated with
‘abstract vectors in an abstract
mathematical space’ that is statistical
and a-causal..[3]
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between abstraction and complexity
that cause new ambiguous
relationships between parts and
whole to emerge. Moreover, it is
impossible to reach the ‘absolute
truth’, due to the distinction between
the scientific object and becoming;
exactitude and change.

the probabilistic space of VR is
‘forced’ to look ‘real’; as possibility
becomes a kind of “reality”.
On the other hand, we acknowledge
that emergence stems from
complexity; from the invisible and
unsettling potentiality fields between
the transitional states of
transformation and exchange.

The scientific ‘object’ is changing
constantly and thus, natural laws have
to be continuously revised and
redefined under the light of new
evidence. The world appears to be
unconnected, diffused and uncertain
as it is visualised through the
algorithmic veil of the digital
geometry that is not only abstract but
also unstable and paradoxical.

Consequently, we may argue that
such a condition of emergence calls
not only for new modes of
presentation, interaction and
aesthetics in relation to the issue of
boundary, but also, of understanding
reality per se. What it is proposed in
this essay is that instead of
introducing unpredictability, its
hidden existence in digital
visualisation systems can be creatively

We are thus, lead to the conclusion
that, instead of seeking to achieve the
unattainable, that is, to map reality
with exactitude and certainty, the
most relevant challenge would be to
map the boundaries and uncertainties
of our knowledge and its applications.
The limitations of our knowledge and
the means of studying reality have
been gradually revealed, particularly,

revealed, for exposing the relativism
that is hidden behind the facade of
the assumed objectivity and
transparency of science and
technology.

through the development of Quantum
Physics. Nevertheless, the use of
digital visualisation (data visualisation,
scientific simulation and so on) tends
to be ratheranoxymoron. On the one
hand, it is used as a means of
analysing, simulating and predicting
reality, evoking thus,the sense of
objectivity, certainty and control, as
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irregularities of computer 3D
modelling systems dynamically
undermine the geometrical
completeness of digital models,
digital solids become invalid. The
visualisation of the boundary
representation of a digital solid
becomes paradoxical, as the
distinctions between void and solid
volumes, exterior and interior sides of
the digital solid tend to collapse. The
case of Boolean volume-based
modelling is representative of how
such inconsistencies occur.

“Tracing” infra-spaces
As we have seen in the first part of
this essay, digital visualisation can be
contradictory and disproportional to
its input due to its inherent
flaws.[6]Inevitably, a seemingly simple
and consistent method of digital
modelling yields unexpected
geometric visualisations and
behaviours.A digital solid is meant to
be generated through the gradual
conversion of binary digits to
geometrical points. Those points
begin to form polygons that they are
subsequently hierarchically united
with each other to create a simulation
of 3D surfaces of solid volumes within
a digital mathematical space.

Invalid solids are compound, because
the original intersected, unified, or
subtracted solids cannot be fully
integrated to constitute a single solid.
The orientation of their surface
becomes highly ambiguous, and thus,
their geometrical elements are neither
well-connected, nor properly placed
by the application. Excessive, nonhierarchical polygon accumulation
also occurs. The ‘traces’ of the
construction ‘history’ of a solid remain
visible, as its surfaces maintain the
colour, orientation, and triangulation
of the original solids from which, it
has derived. The boundary
inconsistencies of an invalid solid
include holes, dangling, infinite, selfintersecting, folded, superimposed
faces etc.[7]

The software application calculates
point-by-point the areas where solids
are intersected, unified and/or
subtracted. As it is evident, the level
of complexity and inaccuracy
increases as we pass from one
computational level to the other. We
begin to realise the wider complexity
of the co-ordinates that cause
inconsistencies between cause and
effect. Complicated excessive
beginnings & elliptical ends emerge,
oscillating between various kinds of
order and disorder.
The ‘fossilisation’ of the algorithmic
“space” of VR through the simulation
of ‘robust’ valid solids proves to be

The qualities of the emergent digital
boundaries reveal paradoxical kinds of
dimensionality & geometry.

unattainable. As the inherent
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constellations of geometrical points,
reversed geometry and many other
kinds of uncertainties and paradoxes.
[8]

Nevertheless, the subtle transitional
states of transformation and
exchange cannot be deciphered just
by looking at boundary representation
alone. Consequently, new types of
drawing are needed for enabling the
creative ‘tracing’ of thosechanging
qualities, in a way that are left ‘openended’ as unsettling interacting fields
of possibilities, for revealing the
unknown geometry that emerges
from the ‘depths’ of the algorithmic
‘flows’. As part of my latest drawing
research, a series of hand-drawn
diagrams enable the visualisation of
the ‘hidden’ stages of digital boundary
generation, during which, new kinds
of paradoxical geometries emerge as
we pass from one algorithmic model
to the other.

As opposed to singularities, series,
sequences and progressions, the
emerging infra-spaces concern
dynamic and unpredictable
transitional stages and their
exchanges. In infra-spaces, an
unsettling multilayered creation and
‘tracing’ processes are involved. Such
processes do not comply with the
doctrines of formalism, constructivism
and their opposites. Complicated
beginnings emerge as there is no
‘ground zero’, while elliptical ends
occur due to a constant asymmetry
that causes new fields of creative
possibilities to emerge.

These stages are not visible when
modelling solids. Nevertheless,
through the drawings, it has been
possible to invent the possible
visualisation of those stages
creatively, based on how the
computer infrastructure operates. The
emergence of infra-spaces is of
particular interest. They unexpectedly
occur between various geometrical
orders. Unpredictable shifts occur
between ideal, realistic and
invalid/viral forms that have areas of
floating surfaces, invisible surfaces
that cast shadows, excessive

Notes:

boundary accumulation and/or
‘nesting’, ambiguous depth, surface
tension, dynamic non-oriented

[1] - Basato su C. S. Unnikrishnan, “Una
realtà complicata: Fisica Quantistica e
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Natura della Realtà” Rob Harle
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[8] - Parte delle serie di disegni
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Algorithmic Infra-Spaces (matita e
penna su carta, 2008-in corso) che era
stata precedentemente esposta
presso la mostra di Dr Eugenia
Fratzeskou, Interspatiality & Dystopia,
parte del Un-built: international
architecture research programme,
School of ARCHitecture for All & The
Athens Byzantine & Christian
Museum, Atene, Novembre, 2008.
Questo lavoro è stata un’importante
fonte dei miei successivi disegni di
architettura di spazi urbani, tra cui la
serie “Drawing the Unplanned City”
che si concentra sulla città di Atene.
Sono stati esposti nell’ambito della
Urban Transcripts 2010, kollektiva.net
& Booze Cooperativa, Atene,
dicembre 2010,

http://www.urbantranscripts.org/,
http://news.urbantranscripts.org/#h
ome e
http://www.boozecooperativa.com/?
lang=gr&l=3. Si possono trovare qui di
seguito recenti esperimenti sui
processi di disegno digitale:
Fratzeskou, Eugenia, 2002, “Primary
Solids” in
,
Loughborough University (ISSN 17423570),
http://lboro.ac.uk/departments/ac/t
racey/dat/fratzeskou.html. Visita il
sito
http://www.sarcha.gr/ViewAssociate
Documents.aspx?associateID=134 per
avere informazioni sul mio lavoro,
passato e futuro.

TRACEY – Journal for
drawing and visualisation research
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Kim Asendorf. Censored Censored Chinese
News
Mark Hancock

scrolls upwards. Every now and then,
a word is blacked out, hidden from us.
The human mind creates narrative
where there is none. Even if you don’t
speak Chinese, the missing text is
tantalising and almost as fascinating
as the possible meaning of the text
still on show.
A mystery is a very simple thing at
heart, merely a puzzle with a piece
missing. The mystery of censorship is
starts with the question, why? Then,
what? The what, is the thing that
keeps us staring into the censors eyes,
seeking answers.

At a time when the Propaganda
Department of the Chinese
government has even more power
than Prime Minister Wen Jiabao
himself, it is worth considering exactly
how powerful spin and government
propaganda can be in the
contemporary world. Of course, the
Chinese censorship debate has been
argued in many arenas. Certainly,
everyone is familiar with the debate’s
around Google’s enforcing of the
government’s strict censorship laws
and then their about-face.
Kim Asendorf’s piece, Censored
Censorship, addresses some of those
issues. It plays the censorship back
against the censors. Lines of text,
drawn from a variety of Chines media
sources scans across the screen and

Censored Censorship plays out by
scrolling slowly up the screen,
allowing you to take in each line and
how much of it is censored. The
straightforward action reduces the
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writer Liu Xiaobo. For a country that
seemed to be slowly loosening the
grip on the minds and political views
of its citizens, it’s a bold move to
make on the world’s political stage.
Reinforcing as it does, the typical view
of the country as scared and uncertain
of how to remain in control.

amount of potential complexity that
the work might inflict on a viewer who
doesn’t speak Chinese. There is
already enough complexity in any
critical observation of the Chinese
media. The piece merely presents the
mystery and barrier created by
censorship. Of course, language itself
can be a barrier to understanding.
Because the work displays Chinese
language news stories, if you don’t
speak the language, you’re outside of
the circle of comprehension already.
You might be forgiven for dismissing
the problem as being someone else’s.
Easy to consign the problem to that
part of our conscience that decides
what we should and what we
shouldn’t care about. Why should I
care? It’s a completely different
culture and therefore something that
would never be of concern to us, here
in the safe confines of the democratic
western world. But you don’t have to
understand the text for it to resonate
and draw out meaning. It’s a political
action taking place, not a narrative
story.

While many have believed that the
borders of the country were slowly
being lowered and a more open
attitude embraced, it once again feels
like things are no different than they
were in the past. Business might be
welcomed and encouraged to seek
collaborations with China, but that’s
only riding on the back of the Dollar
and Yuan. Human rights have never
stood in the way of profits of any
denomination.

Artists such as Ai Weiwei, living in
China, have taken a well aimed swipe
at their country’s closed down
approach to censorship. In fact,
Weiwei is even at present (January
2011) prevented from leaving China,

Still, are we really any better off in the
West? A constant barrage from a
thousand different sources greets our
RSS feeds, our newspaper choices
and TV channels. From IndyMedia to
the Murdoch controlled news and
entertainment outlets.

because the government believe he
might attend the Nobel peace prize
ceremony for jailed Chinese dissident
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There are choices and options to
select from. We can choose which
news source to believe. Does that
mean we have choices though?

Appendix
Kim Asendorf’s piece pulls in “16 RSS
feeds from Chinese news media like
People’s Daily, Sichuan Daily,
Guangzhou Daily, Southern Weekly,
Sina, Izaobao, Sohu, NetEase, Hunan,
Sing Tao Global Network, Xinhua
News, Tencent, China News and
Yangcheng Evening, that have been
censored by the Communist Party of
China. Then it randomly censors parts
of a post or even a complete message
again.”
http://kimasendorf.com/

Kim Asendorf’s Censored Censorship
surfaces these questions. We can only
hope to flick through enough options
and land on the one that reflects our
own viewpoints. Maybe none of us is
truly free? The least we can hope for is
the option to choose which jail we
take residence within?

http://www.indymedia.org.uk/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/w
orldnews/asia/china/8060819/Chines
e-prime-minister-censore-by-Communist-party.html
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Def India And Chanderiyaan. Digital
Empowerment and Local Communities
Neva Pedrazzini

concentrate on bringing technology
to the development of its country.
Through the use of Information
Technology (IT) and digital media, his
organization provides support to
strengthen both the economic life and
the knowledge of those people who
normally live on the edge of thought
and economic information. Maznar
contributes to the development of
local projects supporting the

Def India, which stands for Digital
Empowerment Foundation India, is a
nonprofit organization, founded in
2002, working for the education and
use of information technology and
digital communications in India
mainly, but also in other parts of Asia.
Def India develops digital platforms
for the masses, especially in deprived
and poor areas with the aim of
designing technological solutions that
meet the needs of the population and
allow the inclusion of different social
groups and ethno-linguistic and
religious minorities.

initiatives of institutions, both public
and private, and non-profit
associations.
Def India works with organizations
such as ISAP (Indian Society of
Agriculture Professionals, New Delhi),
Digital Partners (Seattle, U.S.), World
Summit Award (Salzburg, Austria),
British Council (New Delhi), The Hoot
(New Delhi), CDAC (New Delhi /
Pune), Development Gateway
Foundation, SEWAA (Dehradun), Bytes
for All (Internet), OneWorld South Asia
(New Delhi), Mahiti (Bangalore),
International Center of New Media
(Salzburg, Austria), European
Academy of Digital Media, Arekibo

The organization’s founder, Osama
Manznar is a very special character in
contemporary India: a writer,
researcher, journalist for some of the
major newspapers of the continent; as
a 2.0 entrepreneur, he decided to

Communications (Ireland),
Information for Development (i4d,
New Delhi), TeNet (IIT Madras,
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Chennai) and many others.

aim of all of them is to bridge the gap
between people, information
technology and digital
communication due to linguistic and
technical illiteracy. The goal is to
make ICT more accessible to the
social groups normally excluded, to
inspire and enrich the language and
techniques with new approaches.
More and more people are becoming
owners of computers and digital tools,
aware and conscious of the need for
and usefulness of ICT, designers
themselves are becoming aware and
conscious of their importance in order
to achieve their goals. The areas of

The experience of Def India shows
how technological education can
contribute substantially to the cultural
and economic development of areas
where educational projects using
information technology are realized.
Thus, it fits into a complex picture
where the use of ICT as a mean of
livelihood, education, generation of
employment, entertainment, health,
environmental protection, sustainable
development, business and trade is
steadily increasing. But this
exponential use does not match an
effective and democratic access to
media and contents. ICT is
increasingly being used but also the
“digital gap” between literate and
illiterate people in the field of
technology is growing. India fits well
into this dichotomy between growth
in the use of ICT and the technology
gap.

interest are culture, education,
agriculture, administration, inclusion
of gender and social inclusion,
entrepreneurship.
Among the ways and means to fill
gaps in terms of content, information
and awareness, technological gap,
there are workshops for the creation
of radio communities, projects for the
promotion from the grass-roots of
local communities through the
creation of portals (like Local Portal http://www.localareaportal.org) or
the construction of kiosks that offer
Internet access in rural areas where
the existence of a computer is still
rare.

The projects promoted are very
different from one another but the
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that the Chanderiyaan project is
creating an important precedent in
the fusion between history, culture
and technology, art, ancient
techniques in order to safeguard the
artistic and technical skills of the
weavers and at the same time allow
them to overcome the current
economic crisis and poverty.
In the city they produce famous
fabrics for clothes and sarees which

In order to understand how they
work, a particularly illustrative activity
is Chanderiyaan – Chanderi Weavers
ICT Resource Center. It ‘s the Chanderi
project; Chanderi is a famous place
known for its historic production of
traditional fabrics, which struggled to
maintain its role and to emerge in the
national and international economic
environment. The project can be
directly related to the promotion of
knowledges that are updated and
inserted into a production network.

are sold throughout the world for a
sum of one million euro. Despite these
amounts, the families of the weavers
earn a salary of around twenty Euros
per month and live in poverty. The
economic benefits are managed
mostly by traders. Def India has
explored this scenario, the Ministry for
Communication and IT requested the
organization to do it; Def India
explored the opportunity to integrate
the ancient techniques and
information technology to improve
the living conditions of the families of
the weavers.

Heritage, art, culture and technology
are the highlights of the Def India
project which in one year created a
model initiative where 250 weavers
have learned to draw traditional
patterns with computers and then
translated them into products
marketable worldwide through the
Internet. The activity was held in an
old building in the city in order to
witness the bond between old and
new.
Osama Manzar is strongly convinced
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In a year of structured work exploring
one entire phase of a cycle of
production of fabric and clothing until
the sale, the organization was able to
intervene in the following areas:

Chanderiyaan project introduced the
printing of fabrics which had
previously never been practiced in
order to offer more and new products
and new choices within the market;

1. Fabric Design Database: To provide
awareness of the different fabric
processing techniques they have
created a digital database consisting
of more than 200 models and 300
new patterns created on purpose.
They initially carried out training
courses for about twenty people who
then trained other weavers to consult
of the archive to create new models;
2. Development of computer skills:
more than 500 young people
attended a course of basic training in
ICT (office documentation, text
writing , use of a scanner, printer,
digital photography etc.).

6. Apparel Designing (cutting and
sewing center): One of the
weaknesses of the production of
fabrics in Chandery was due to the
lack of expertise in the finishing of
cloth; this gap did not allow the
weavers to produce finished products.
Now the apprenticeship in cutting and
sewing gives the weavers the

3. English course: to improve the
communication skills of textile
workers a course which was attended
by over 500 young people was
realized. Mainly girls attended it.
These people are going to perform
the duties connected with office work
and sales;

opportunity to follow the full cycle of
the product and offer it to the
contemporary market;
7. Loom for PoP (poorest of the Poor)
Weavers: 100 new frames have been

4. Embroidery Skills Development:
design skills have been translated
through the use of JACarDraw Design
software, through which drawings
made by hand are digitilized;

made to be given to the poorest
textile workers who were previously

5. Block Printing Center: the

8. Chanderiyaan e-Commerce Portal:

forced to rent them to work; their
expenses used to eat into their
already limited economic resources;
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togheter.

the Chanderiyaan project launched
the website of online sales which is
managed directly by the families of
weavers who will thus be able to sell
the textile products made by artisans
directly to the rest of the world
(http://chanderiyaan. chanderi.org /);
9. Formation of a group of self-help:
one of the most important operations
carried out by Def India is the
establishment of thirty self-help
groups for various activities related to
the product cycle in order to create
greater awareness, initiative and a
lasting sustainability of the project
itself;

The initiative was very successful both
for the enthusiasm and the strong
participation of the community but
especially for the resonance it had. It
represents the first experimental
model to be disseminated at a
national level in collaboration with the
Ministry for Small and Medium
Enterprises and the Ministry for Rural
Development. Right now the biggest
challenge is to ensure that the
Chanderiyaan project receives enough
orders to exist independently thanks
to the activities of the community
involved.

10. RajaMahal Chanderiyaan: one of
the most significant and
representative monument of the city
of Chandery, the RajaMahal, a building
recently included by INTACH in the list
of places of cultural heritage to be
protected was the place where all the
initiatives and interventions of
empowerment took place. It became
the heart of the project activities and
at the same time a showcase where
ancient knowledge and techniques,
modern technologies and
architectural heritage are fused

http://www.defindia.net/
http://chanderiyaan.chanderi.org/
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Oliviero Ponte Di Pino. Ateatro.it: Dieci Anni Di
Webmagazine
Annamaria Monteverdi

messaggi all’email personale di
Oliviero Ponte di Pino: questi
messaggi vennero così pubblicati su
un blog, dando spazio e visibilità al
dibattito. Si raccolse in breve tempo
una piccola comunità, con interessi da
condividere pubblicamente. All’inizio
del 2001, nacque la rivista, o meglio la
webzine: www.ateatro.it (a cura
proprio di Oliviero Ponte di Pino, in
collaborazione con la sottoscritta, che
curava anche la sezione “Teatro e
nuovi media”).

Il progetto Ateatro nasce il
14_01_2001, Wikipedia nasce il
15_01_2001. In principio era il blog
(alla fine degli anni ’90, la parola
ancora non si usava) e si chiamava
www.olivieropdp.it, archivio
personale di testi, frutto di oltre
vent’anni di attività culturale di
Oliviero Ponte di Pino – uno dei critici
di punta della scena contemporanea –
digitalizzati e riversati online (in
pagine html statiche), poi via via
arricchito di nuovi materiali d’attualità.

Nel corso degli anni, nacque e si
consolidò una redazione, che fino al
2009 pubblica oltre 120 numeri con
cadenza (circa) mensile. In parallelo,
nacuqe la newsletter
mailing che
list informvaa
gli iscritti alla
su varie
iniziative: per esempio, l’uscita di un
nuovo numero o un
incontro pubblico.
forum
Nel 2002 sinewsgroup
aprì il
(evoluzione
dei vecchi
), dove la
comunità informa e si informa, discute
e polemizza. Negli anni, vennero
pubblicati centinaia di testi: si creò
database
così un archivio digitale, inserito in un
cheonline
venne reso consultabile
e ricercabile
(con pagine html
dinamiche).

Ma era anche un indirizzo e-mail.
Quando il regista teatrale e
cinematografico Mario Martone fu
costretto a dimettersi dalla direzione
del Teatro di Roma, alla fine del 2000,
molti (teatranti, critici, semplici
spettatori…), non trovando altri spazi
in cui esprimersi, iniziano a mandare
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in pochi mesi supera i mille iscritti.
Anna Maria Monteverdi: Quando è
nato Ateatro quale era la mission di
questa webmagazine, nata prima di
tutte le altre e che negli anni ha
raccolto una comunità numerosissima
e attivissima in Italia?
Oliviero Ponte di Pino: Ateatro è nato
dieci anni fa da una frustrazione e
dalla percezione di un’opportunità. A
partire dagli anni Ottanta, sui mass
media il teatro, o meglio la cultura
dello
spettacolo,
è
stato
marginalizzato, relegato in spazi
sempre più piccoli; nel contempo le
riviste incontravano sempre maggiori
difficoltà distributive. Negli anni
Novanta ha iniziato a svilupparsi la
rete, anche se in Italia con qualche
ritardo. Nel 1999 avevo aperto un sito
personale, un “proto-blog”, dove
pubblicavo quello che avevo scritto e
andavo scrivendo sul nuovo teatro (e
su altro). Mi rivolgevo al pubblico
generico degli appassionati di teatro
(con informazioni ma anche critica e
approfondimenti), ma anche agli
addetti ai lavori (con uno spazio di

Attualmente l’archivio contiene tutti
gli articoli pubblicati (quasi 2000).
L’attività online riverbera nel mondo
“reale”: www.ateatro.it diventa una
officina di progettazione culturale, in
grado di ideare, organizzare e
promuovere iniziative come
l’incontro-convegno Le Buone
Pratiche del Teatro (a cura di Mimma
Gallina e Oliviero Ponte di Pino), che
dal 2004 raccoglie ogni anno diverse
centinaia di partecipanti. La settima
edizione, Risorgimento!, si terrà il 26
febbraio 2011 a Torino.
Alcune delle informazioni contenute
nel database, catalogate con tag
tematici, vengono organizzate e
presentate in forma di enciclopedia: la
atea@tropedia, assai utilizzata dagli
studenti, conta ormai centinaia di voci
dedicate ai maestri e ai grandi temi
della scena contemporanea. La rete è
in costante trasformazione. L’avvento
dei social networks erode lo spazio di
blog e forum. Nel 2009-2010 si chiude

approfondimento anche storico) e ai
giovani (all’epoca non c’era quasi
bibliografia sul nuovo teatro italiano).
Dopo un anno, ho cercato invano di
federare altri siti simili al mio, per
creare un mini-portale dedicato al
nuovo teatro, ma senza fortuna. Verso
la fine del 2000, Mario Martone fu

il forum di e vengono aperti un
gruppo e una pagina su Facebook, che
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costretto a dare le dimissioni dalla
direzione del Teatro di Roma: appena
iniziai raccontare la vicenda sul mio
sito, cominciarono ad arrivarmi decine
di mail di commento e riflessione, che
ho subito condiviso. Poche settimane
dopo, il 14 gennaio del 2001, un giorno
prima che andasse online Wikipedia,
ho messo online in numero zero della
webzine ateatro. Ho scritto tutto da
solo anche ateatro n.1, in ateatro n. 2
non ho scritto una riga perché hanno
iniziato ad arrivarmi contributi.

prima fase, abbiamo svolto anche una
funzione di alfabetizzazione: all’epoca
i teatranti non sapevano quasi cosa
fosse il web e in genere diffidavano
delle nuove tecnologie.
Tra il 2001 e il 2007 la webzine ha
prodotto 115 numeri, in pratica uno
ogni quindici-venticinque giorni,
anche a seconda di quello che
accadeva. Abbiamo cercato di
pubblicare una rivista rigorosa, con
testi di alto livello ma sempre leggibili;
al tempo stesso Ateatro è fin dalla
fondazione una rivista militante, con
precise posizioni sul fronte sia
estetico sia politico-istituzionale. E’
dunque caratterizzata da una grande
attenzione all’attualità, tanto è vero
che c’è anche una rubrica di
pettegolezzi e indiscrezioni, firmata
dall’adorabile Perfida de’ Perfidis. La
scelta di metodo è stata quella di
privilegiare, rispetto alle singole
opere, il percorso degli artisti che
amiamo e che ci interessano. Poi ci
sono temi ricorrenti, come dimostrano
diversi numeri monografici di grande
impatto: il mito, la narrazione,
Shakespeare, Beckett, Julian Beck,
Marisa Fabbri, l’expanded theatre…

In pochi mesi si è strutturato un
nucleo di collaboratori, che è
diventato un gruppo di amici e una
redazione: li ringrazio tutti (l’elenco è
lungo) a partire proprio da te che
ritengo la studiosa italiana più
autorevole del rapporto tra scena e
tecnologie, e che mi hai affiancato
nella cura della rivista in questi anni,
facendoti anche carico della
pionieristica sezione “Teatro & nuovi
media”.
L’intuizione era banale: un sito
dedicato al teatro e in particolare al
nuovo teatro, con testi in italiano (ai
tempi la rete era pressoché solo in
inglese) e all’inizio senza immagini
(senza cioè farsi prendere dalla
pseudoretorica del web), che cercasse
anche di trovare forme inedite per la
critica teatrale (poco fa ci siamo
chiesti: “E’ possibile usare Google
maps per fare critica e cultura del
teatro?” La risposta è online…). In una
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soprattutto grandi creatori della scena
contemporanea, ma con
approfondimenti di carattere generale
(per esempio le riviste teatrali, il teatro
civile, il comico e il tragico), con
incursioni nella storia.
Nel 2009 abbiamo creato un gruppo e
una pagina su Facebook, dove
abbiamo in pratica “traslocato” il
vecchio forum, che era diventato
troppo faticoso da gestire (a causa di
spam, hacking, trolls, rischi di querele
eccetera). Per certi aspetti è stato un
impoverimento: i social network, con
la logica del “Mi piace” e dei
micromessaggi, hanno abbassato la
qualità dell’interazione in rete. Ma è
stato anche un passo inevitabile,
volendo seguire e “testare”
l’evoluzione della rete, sia dal punto di
vista del modello di comunicazione e
interazione, sia da punto di vista dello
sviluppo degli strumenti software.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: C’è stata
anche un’evoluzione, diciamo,
tecnologica del sito?
Oliviero Ponte di Pino: Il sito ha
seguito l’evoluzione del web, dalla
preistoria – per così dire – a oggi,
arricchendosi di nuove funzionalità e
sezioni. Per prime, una mailing list e
una newsletter. Poco dopo è nato il
forum, assai frequentato e spesso
“infiammato”. Le pagine da statiche
sono diventate dinamiche (con un
database gestito da un software
freeware che usa asp). Così nel nostro
database si è sedimentato un archivio

Anna Maria Monteverdi: Tu hai
costruito le fondamenta del sito tutto
da solo tecnicamente parlando, senza
webmaster e senza costi alla fonte e
senza sponsor…

(attualmente sono circa 2000 tra
saggi, interviste, articoli, notizie,
inchieste), che abbiamo reso
interamente ricercabile. Nel corso di
questi anni, ci siamo posti
costantemente il problema
dell’organizzazione e dell’accessibilità
delle informazioni: così abbiamo
“taggato” il record del database, per
creare una sorta di enciclopedia

Oliviero Ponte di Pino: Si, ho
programmato da solo l’intera struttura
del sito, fin dalla prima homepage in
html, riga di codice dopo riga di
codice, utilizzando alcuni freeware,
per diversi motivi. Il primo è
totalmente personale: programmare è
un esercizio zen che mi rilassa, e

online, la ateatropedia, che conta
diverse centinaia di voci dedicate
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possiamo crescere più di tanto. Ma
questo non è per noi un vero
handicap. Non abbiamo mai pensato
di dover coprire “tutto il teatro”, con
una rete di collaboratori nelle varie
città d’Italia: quello che ci interessava
e ci interessa è offrire un metodo di
lavoro, una serie di modelli, un certo
modo di leggere gli spettacoli e il
percorso di compagnie e gruppi, un
preciso sguardo sulla realtà teatrale
italiana e internazionale e in generale
sulla politica culturale nel nostro
paese, senza avere ambizioni di
completezza.

quando qualcosa funziona mi arriva
un lampo di felicità… Ma la scelta di
programmare “in casa” ha ovviamente
anche altre motivazioni. In primo
luogo, quando è nato il sito ci si
illudeva che la rete fosse davvero uno
spazio democratico ed egualitario,
dove era possibile costruire modelli di
comunicazione alternativi, al di fuori
degli oligopoli della comunicazione: il
look “artigianale” del sito è un vezzo,
ma vuole anche essere un segno che
rimanda a quegli ideali.
Soprattutto la “autoprogrammazione”
consente di mantenere un controllo
totale sui contenuti e soprattutto di
avere un sito molto flessibile e sempre
adattabile: una struttura modulare
che, come abbiamo visto, può
adeguarsi rapidamente a nuove
esigenze e all’evoluzione della rete, in
un esperimento che va avanti da dieci
anni, ormai. C’è anche una ragione
economica in questa autarchia
ingegneristica: www.ateatro.it ha
costo zero. Questo ci ha permesso di
mantenere il bilancio in pareggio:
incassi zero, ma anche zero spese! Al

Anna Maria Monteverdi: Come si
autosostiene una webmagazine per 10
anni?

momento, purtroppo, per un sito del
genere è l’unico business model
sostenibile.

Oliviero Ponte di Pino: Il problema
della sostenibilità economica di
un’informazione indipendente e di
qualità in rete riguarda anche le più
prestigiose testate cartacee, a
cominciare dai maggiori quotidiani. Si
calcola che per ogni dollaro perso in
pubblicità da giornali e riviste su carta,
la rete permetta agli editori di

Ovviamente questo pone grossi limiti,
anche rispetto alla concorrenza di siti
che hanno ricchi sponsor: non
paghiamo i collaboratori (come
moltissime altre strutture del genere,
su carta e sul web), e dunque non
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recuperare solo 2 centesimi (fermo
restando che produttori di hardware e
software, le varie telecom e gli
aggregatori tipo Google diventano
miliardari): in prospettiva, il fatto che i
produttori di contenuti costituisce un
grave rischio per la democrazia.
Un altro rimpianto – questo più
sofferto, visto che incide sulla
“vocazione pedagogica” del sito – è
che con una struttura del genere è
molto difficile far crescere
collaboratori giovani: è un processo
che richiede tempo, che purtroppo
non riusciamo ad avere.

la massima esperta di organizzazione
teatrale italiana, che è la seconda
“colonna” del sito. Ogni anno le
“Buone Pratiche del teatro”
raccolgono centinaia di partecipanti
(teatranti di tutti i filoni e delle varie
generazioni, ma anche uomini politici,
amministratori, giornalisti, studiosi e
studenti di teatro…) e sono ormai
diventate gli “stati generali del teatro
italiano”. Il successo del progetto è
anche frutto dell’autorevolezza e
dell’indipendenza di www.ateatro.it.
Un’altra conferma, che ci ha dato
grande soddisfazione, è arrivata dalla
Consulta Universitaria del Teatro, che
raccoglie i docenti della materia: nelle
sue linee guida ha inserito Ateatro tra
le riviste da tenere in considerazione
per valutare i candidati ai concorsi
universitari. Del resto, i testi pubblicati
dal magazine sono spesso utilizzati in
corsi e master universitari e vengono
regolarmente citati in volumi e saggi
sul teatro contemporaneo, oltre che in
numerose tesi universitarie e di
dottorato. Sono alcuni indizi, ai quali

Malgrado queste ombre, che mi pare
corretto segnalare, le note positive
sono molto più numerose. Il progetto
ha un flusso di visitatori costante,
dell’ordine dei 10.000 visitatori unici al
mese (più i contatti via Facebook). Ma
al di là dei numeri, che sono
ovviamente piccoli trattandosi di una
testata di nicchia, c’è la sua
autorevolezza: viene regolarmente
consultata dagli “amici”, ma anche dai
“nemici”, per la tempestività delle
informazioni e la qualità dei contenuti.
La riprova più clamorosa è il successo
delle Buone Pratiche del teatro,
un’iniziativa che giunge quest’anno
alla settima edizione (si terrà a Torino
il 26 febbraio 2011, ospitata dal Teatro
Stabile) e che riflette l’attenzione
costante di Ateatro per l’economia e
la politica della cultura: un filone
seguito anche grazie a Mimma Gallina,

aggiungerei la pubblicazione del
volume Il meglio di ateatro 2001-2003
(a cura di Oliviero Ponte di Pino e
Anna Maria Monteverdi, il Principe
Costante, 2003): nel loro insieme,
dimostrano che la rivista non è
confinata nel virtuale della rete, ma ha
un impatto sul mondo “reale”.
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culturali e spettacolari.
Il collo di bottiglia resta sempre il
business model. Tra noi abbiamo
spesso discusso se dare al nostro
progetto una struttura più ambiziosa
dal punto di vista finanziario (per
recuperare qualche briciola di
pubblicità o di finanziamento pubblico
o da eventuali sponsor). Alla fine – e
mi assumo la responsabilità della
scelta – abbiamo preferito restare
leggeri. Il rischio sarebbe trovarsi con
impiantare una struttura che ha costi
di gestione che assorbono in pratica
tutte le risorse che riusciremmo a
raccogliere, rendendoci in qualche
misura ricattabili. La nostra testarda
povertà, se ha diversi evidenti
svantaggi, finora ci ha garantito la
massima indipendenza da poteri,
caste e cricche: è un’indipendenza
riconoscibile e riconosciuta, che alcuni
di noi pagano magari a livello delle
loro carriere personali, ma che fa
parte del nostro dna. In un paese
come l’Italia questa libertà è un lusso
che non ha prezzo e che cerchiamo di
preservare.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: Quale è il
futuro di ateatro?
Oliviero Ponte di Pino: Per il futuro, si
tratta di resistere e insistere:
continuare a fare quello che abbiamo
fatto finora, restando fedeli ai nostri
principi, alle nostre ispirazioni, ma
reinventandoci ogni volta in base a
quello che accade “nel mondo” e
“nella rete”. Grande attenzione al
nuovo ma, con la consapevolezza del
passato: la tradizione del teatro, a
cominciare della “tradizione del
nuovo”. Un altro punto di forza, e un
elemento da approfondire, è la natura
“molteplice” di www.ateatro.it: un sito
web e una rivista, naturalmente, e
dunque una fonte di contenuti e
informazioni (a volte anche di scoop);
una comunità partecipata; un archivio
e una banca dati sempre disponibile;
un’officina in grado di elaborare,
progettare e realizzare iniziative

http://www.ateatro.org
http://www.trax.it/olivieropdp/
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Move: Choreographing You. Art & Dance
Exhibition
Maria Chatzichristodoulou

between dance and visual arts since
the 1960s. The show features both
historical works by major artists such
as William Forsythe, Lygia Clark, Trisha
Brown and Simone Forti, and new
commissions by leading current
practitioners such as La Ribot and
Isaac Julien.

“Performance is more relevant than
ever before, as art institutions grapple
with ways to present historical
material of live art and to respond to
the multidisciplinary practices of
artists working today.” – RoseLee
Goldberg [1].
The exhibition Move: Choreographing
You at the Hayward Gallery in London
left me slightly breathless and overexcited. Curated by Stephanie
Rosenthal, Chief Curator of the
Hayward, Move is (yet) another
participatory show at the Hayward, in
that it “invites you to become a
participant or even a dancer in
installations and sculptures by
internationally renowned visual artists
and choreographers.” [2]

Upon entering the show, the first
piece one encounters is Bruce
Nauman‘s Green Light Corridor (1971).
This is a narrow passageway saturated
with green fluorescent light. It is so
narrow that one cannot walk straight
through it; instead, one has to turn
sideways and walk in a crab-like
movement [3].
This, in a way, is the entrance to the
show: from the moment of entering,

Move explores the relationship
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redistributed in order to balance on

Rosenthal invites the visitors to
consider how they negotiate space,
and how they experience their body
and movement in space. As a result,
Rosenthal has curated a show that
choreographs the visitors by affecting
their movement. Through curating a
series of works that require the
visitor’s physical interaction in order
to become fulfilled, Move raises one’s
awareness of his/her body within the
gallery space. In this show, the
artworks are not set on a pedestal,
and the visitor is not reflecting upon
them from a safe distance. Instead,
the works are participatory,
interactive, open-ended or relational
in different ways, and the visitor has
to perform them or embody them in
order to bring the show to life.

those surfaces, alone or with others.
William Forsythe‘s excellent work The
Fact of Matter (2009) is what the artist
himself calls a “choreographic object”
that “is not so much there to be seen,
as to be used.” [4] The Fact of Matter
is a ‘forest’ of gymnastic hoops hung
from the ceiling at different heights,
which visitors are invited to interact
with. In attempting to negotiate
his/her movement while hanging
through hoops the visitor appreciates
differently, or has the opportunity to
reassess, his/her strength, weight,
and body coordination much as a
dancer does throughout his/her
practice.

The exhibition goes on much the
same way as it started. Lygia Clark‘s
sculpture The House is the Body:
Penetration, Ovulation, Germination,
Expulsion (1968) invites one visitor at a
time to enter a “birth-like” experience
in a space with four rooms that I
would describe as: dark, soft and
unstable; full to capacity with white
balloons; transparent air bubble; soft,
wooly, and colourful.

Other works that stand out in the
exhibition are: Mike Kelley‘s
Adaptation: Test Room Containing
Multiple Stimuli Known to Elicit
Curiosity and Manipulatory Responses

Robert Morris‘s brilliant
Bodyspacemotionthings (which first
opened at the Tate in 1971) invite
visitors to get on a plywood seesaw
and a log, thus becoming aware of
their body weight and how this can be

(1999), a space that features a set of
sculptural objects deriving from 1960s
experiments in primate affection that
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one is encouraged to interact with;
Simone Forti‘s Hangers (1961) where
three dancers (or visitors) hang in the
space through ropes, moving only by
the impact created from passersby;
Franz West‘s portable sculptures
called Adaptives or Fitting Pieces
(1970s) which visitors are invited to
handle, getting themselves, as a
result, into strange and often
ridiculous poses.

decade or subject matter. Rosenthal
explains that the purpose of the show
is to invite you, the visitor, to “look at
art with your whole body and not just
with your eyes”, and to “experience
the works with your body and your
mind at the same time”. [6]
Indeed, the exhibition achieves that:
in the two and a half hours I spent in
the show I observed all sorts of
people physically interacting with the
artworks (some of which are
considerably demanding), from
toddlers to mature adults, from
dancers to people who, initially at
least, were obviously uncomfortable
stepping ‘on stage’. It is not
completely left to the visitors to
‘move’ the show though: there are
always 5 performers in the exhibition
space that perform various pieces.
Tied into the exhibition was also a
plentiful programme of live
performances and reenactments/reinterpretations by internationally
acclaimed artists and choreographers
such as Thomas Lehmen, Tino Sehgal,
La Ribot, Rosemary Butcher, Siobhan
Davies and many others.

Christian Jankowski‘s Rooftop Routine
(2007, inspired by Trisha Brown’s 1973
Roof Piece) involving 25 volunteer
hula-hoopers in New York’s
Chinatown on screen, which the
visitor is invited to hula-hoop with
while watching the video (instructions
and hula-hoops provided); and Isaac
Julien‘s epic multi-screen film
installation TEN THOUSAND WAVES
(2010)  shot in location in China,
Julien’s piece “explores the movement
of people across countries and
continents and meditates on
unfinished journeys” [5] thus offering a
very different, more subtle (and less
dance-related), take on movement
than most of the other works in the
show.
The exhibition also features an
impressively rich archive of relevant
practices from 1959 until today. The
archive, which has a strong presence
in the exhibition and boasts efficient
and attractive design by unit9, allows
visitors to search works by artist,
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between the sophisticated,
contextual and challenging on the one
hand, and the playful, accessible and
Move
inclusive on the other.
is an
incredibly diverse show that caters for
different tastes. The in-depth archive
and subtle works like Julien’s film
Walk the
installation
andChair
La Ribot‘s evasive
piece
(2010) happily
co-exist with extrovert, ‘playground’
pieces like Kelley’s and Forsyth’s

“Pfff! Move: Choreographing You?
That’s like a playground”, a (art
historian) friend said. “Like many of
Hayward’s latest shows it’s gimmicky,
all about interactivity and
participation.” “What’s wrong with
interactivity?” I contravened. “What’s
wrong with getting the visitors to
move in a show that is about art and
dance?”

installations/environments. The
curation is skillful, offering visitors
contexts that encourage exuberant
playfulness, public silliness and fun as
well as works that are more inward,
conceptually complex, intimate
almost meditative in their nature.
Most importantly, all of those works

It is true that several of Hayward’s
recent shows (most notably, Psycho
Buildings in 2008) have been
‘interactive’, inviting the visitors to
playfully engage with the works.
Located at the Southbank Centre, one
of London’s (and Britain’s) major
cultural hotspots, the Hayward Gallery
might well be under pressure to
‘democratise’ its programme by
putting on exhibitions that can attract
a wide range of visitors and appeal to
families and tourists, as well as a more
culturally discerning audience base.

confront one with the physicality,
Move
functions and limitations of one’s
body, environment, and movement.
succeeds in Rosenthal’s
ambition to make us, the visitors,
experience the works with our bodies
not just look at it with our eyes often
in a collaborative or shared context;
while also allowing for occasions of
quiet and private reflection. I want to
particularly comment on how helpful
all of the Hayward staff involved in the
show were (they seemed to be having
a good time too).

If this is the case, then well done
Hayward for striking a fine balance
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Notes: Move: Choreographing You
[1] Goldberg, RoseLee, 2010,

Move:,
http://performa-arts.org/blog/get-in
Choreographing
You
volved/performa-year-ed-campaign/.
[2] Hayward Gallery
(http://move.southbankcentre.co.uk/
), 2010,
exhibition leaflet.

“No, it wasn’t a very good show”, said

[3] Davies, Siobhan, 2010,
Audiotour,
http://move.southbankcentre.co.uk/

another (art historian) friend. “Not
much essence to it. Of course, I went
twice.” I laughed, and asked why did
she go back. Did she enjoy it? “Well, I
don’t think one should have such a

[4] Forsythe, William, 2009, The Fact
of Matter,
Move:
http://www.williamforsythe.de/instal
Choreographing
You
lations.html?&no_cache=1&detail=1&ui
d=29

good time at a visual art show!” was
the answer. I found this illuminating
could this be why interactive new
media art shows are often coldshouldered by visual art critics and art

[5] Julien, Isaac, 2010, TEN
THOUSAND WAVES,
http://www.isaacjulien.com/installati
ons/tenthousandwaves

historians alike? Are they perceived as
‘virtual playgrounds’ where ‘too much
fun’ is to be had for the works to be
taken seriously?

[6] Rosenthal, Stephanie, 2010,
Audiotour,
http://move.southbankcentre.co.uk/
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The Fine Art Of Glitches. Cheats And Errors
Mathias Jansson

continued to explore the aesthetic of
speed in their paintings of fast cars,
locomotives and aeroplanes. Since
then technology has continued to
fascinate artists, but there are always
a backside of the coin.
Not even in the most advanced
futuristic illusion is the technology
perfect. In a well known scene from
the movie The Matrix the main
character Neo experience what he
describes as a déjà vu, a cat walking
twice over the floor. Trinity explains
the experience to Neo. “A deja vu is
usually a glitch in the Matrix.

When a new generation of artists
looks at Marcel Duchamp famous
painting Nude Descending a
Staircase, No. 2 from 1912 will they
then say: Whoa, look an early example
of glitch art! When Duchamp made his
painting he left the traces from the
person going done the stairs on the
canvas. A similar visual effect could be
experienced when you have a corrupt
graphic card which is not erasing the
traces from the moving object on the
screen.

It happens when they change
something.” Glitches in computer
systems creates unexpected events
and for us common user malfunction
or failure in software or hardware
often creates frustration and anger,
but for a new generation of artists
these bugs, errors and glitches are
source for artistic expression. Glitches
could be described as secrets doors to
the system, its like when Neo in The
Matrix sees behind the interface and
discover that its built of 0 and 1 and he
realize that it can be manipulated and
modified. In the same way glitch artist

For Duchamp it was a way to capture
the movement and the speed of the
descending person, in the same way
Eadweard Muybridge previous had
taken series of photos with moving
animals and people (for example a
nude woman descending a staircase).
The futurist movement, with its
fascinating for new technology,

are trying to manipulate the system or
looking for weaknesses in the system
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Glitch Art. He basically curated found
and generated examples of visual

to go beyond the perfect interface.

glitches on his blog.
They were very tasteful and had an air
of humour and emotion about them. I
personally started to explore it within
an academic context at the first
available opportunity that I had in
2003 – 2004 and got in touch with Ant
Scott. The ‘Oslo Glitch Symposium in
2002 was I believe, the first formal
point where glitch art was being
discussed.

Iman Moradi, senior Lecturer at
University of Huddersfield, is one of
the leading theorist of Glitch Art and
the editor of one of the first books
about glitch art “Glitch: Designing
Imperfection” ( 2009). We asked him
all the important questions about
what glitch art is.

Mathias Jansson: In your thesis “Glitch
Aesthetics” from 2004 you
categorized glitch-art into pureglitches and glitch-alike. What is the
difference between these two
categories?
Iman Moradi: I get a bit of flak these
days for making that categorisation
and perhaps, rightly so. I stipulated
that Glitches that are naturally
discovered and found are somehow

Mathias Jansson: When did glitch art
start?
Iman Moradi: Tricky to ask this
question about when Glitch Art was
started or indeed arrive at a clever all
encompassing definition of Glitch Art
itself. I think at the point where an
artist called the “unexpected” the
result of a mistranslation, or indeed
the provocation of a medium, to
produce unexpected results, art
became Glitch art. For me it was when
I discovered Ant Scott (Beflix) work
back in the summer of 2001. For me
he legitimised what I thought was
pretty cool to begin with and called it

more pure, and the ones that are
faked- for example if you paint or
draw a glitch, or a design a likeness of
it, or create a glitch effect using a
plugin, would be a glitch-alike.
Sometimes categorisation helps us
understand, or divert unnecessary
commentary.
One of the questions and comments I
used to get very bored with was: its
not a glitch if its provoked. Being a
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visual designer and producer myself, I
like to have control over all aspects of
what I produce, and aside from the
sometime pleasant and unexpected
visual surprises I want to roughly
know how to achieve a particular
effect. For me most glitches that are
used in an art context are Glitchalikes, they are really representations
of aspects of glitches framed as art or
used within other design contexts for
their sheer visual qualities.

they two go hand in hand. You have
people like Jeff Donaldson, of
Notendo fame who modify hardware
for the specific purpose of generating
glitch visuals for use in performance
contexts. The glitch is also for me
inextricably linked with a sense of
nostalgia and longing for how things
used to be, in that they were
imperfect! There’s a lot of character
and interest in things that are
imperfect; it humanises technology
and somehow makes it more human
and flawed, like ourselves
Mathias Jansson: Is the any special
genre in glitch-art dealing with
videogames and glitches?
Iman Moradi: None, that I’m
personally that acquainted with and
maybe there should be. If its just
glitches from games captured by
gamers, would you call it art or
something else? I do actually get
annoyed with the saturation of game
related glitch stuff when you search
for glitch on the likes of Youtube. As
far as the relationship of glitch-art to
glitches goes, there are undoubtedly

Mathias Jansson: Why are so many
glitch artist interested in working with
old soft- and hardware?
Iman Moradi: Technology of old used
to be more susceptible to being in a
state of glitch, and the trend in
consumer electronics is for things to
NOT glitch at all, the future is always
going to be higher fidelity and higher
signal clarity where possible to
eliminate all glitches, which is kind of
uninteresting. So, as far as old
technology and glitches go, I think

elements of the glitch aesthetic that
borrow heavily from the glitching that
some games used to exhibit with
dodgy display drivers and such. I’d say
QQQ
Nullpointer’s (Tom Betts)
, was a
the first example I saw, of using a
particular glitch effect in a modded
game which I absolutely loved.
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the fantastic efforts of Jon Satrom,
Evan Meaney, Jon Cates, Rosa
Menkman, Nick Briz, and other
organisers and presenters of of
Gli.tc/h Event (symposium,
conference, festival, about noise &
new media) to see that the glitch is
here to stay and firmly embedded in
the new media artscene. I think the
book “Glitch: Designing Imperfection”,
I jointly edited and which was
published by MBP New York in 2009
also shows that the glitch has entered
a level of recognition that goes
beyond enthusiasts or mere
hobbyists, its firmly rooted in
academia, popular culture and
contemporary artistic endeavour.

Mathias Jansson: In your thesis about
Glitch Aesthetics you compared glitch
art with modernist paintings as Juan
Gris, Gerhard Richter etc. Could you
say that cubist, constructivism etc are
result of errors or mistakes during the
painting process?
Iman Moradi: I wouldn’t say errors at
all. I think initially I was purely looking
at finding parallels in the visual
qualities, linearity, fragmentation and
perhaps complexity and of course
aspects of style and composition that
were similar. I was basically saying
that our appreciation of the visual
forms and sometimes the conceptual
forms, are rooted in our prior
willingness to accept and our
appreciation of those established

One of the artist working with glitch
art is Max Capacity currently living in
Santa Cruz, California. Max Capacity is
well represented on Flickr with his
work. He is mostly working with the
old classic computers as NES, Atari,
C64 and ZX Spectrum. So we asked
him why glitches and circuit bending

styles and movements.
Mathias Jansson: What about glitch
art and the contemporary art scene?
Does it have a position in the New
Media Art landscape?
Iman Moradi: You only need to look at
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are so fascinating to work with as an
artist.
Mathias Jansson: When did you
realise that you could use glitches in
videogames as a creative and
aesthetic expression?
Max Capacity: I only realized earlier
this year that people cared about
glitches as much as I do. I was on
Flickr and I had uploaded some

Mathias Jansson: Is there any
particular category of games or
programs that is more interesting for
you to use?

glitches I captured and I found there
were a bunch of glitch-related groups
and lots of glitch art already posted
across Flickr. I had no idea. I’ve been

Max Capacity: I’ll glitch almost any
game these days, but I always come
back to the NES. I’d love to get into
some arcade games and circuit bend
them a little. But the NES is so
accessible. Besides the availability of
old NES hardware, there’s also lots of
great technical info homebrew
hardware and emulators on the
internet. I definitely lean towards NES
games attached to movie franchises,
or ports of arcade games.

doing this stuff at home in my garage
or bedroom for a while, but I didn’t
think anyone else cared.
> Mathias Jansson: What are you
looking for when you create your
glitch art?
Max Capacity: I really appreciate
hardware glitches. I remember trying
to watch scrambled pornography on
cable TV when I was young. And I
remember my frustration with my
NES system when a cartridge would
glitch out and I’d lose my game. Now
that I don’t care so much, I can just
appreciate the beauty. I think there’s a
certain sort of nihilism and entropy
present in glitch art that I think is
relevant these days. Decay can be
beautiful in it’s own way.

Mathias Jansson: Glitch theorist Iman
Moradi distinguishes between two
categories of glitches; the pure glitch
(“the result of a Malfunction or Error.”)
and the glitch-alike (“produce and
create the environment that is
required to invoke a glitch and
anticipate one to happen”). How do
you see on these categories?
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Max Capacity: At first all my glitches
were accidental and I thought they
were worth capturing. But I quickly
got tired of waiting for them to
happen and started to make them
myself. I think it’s easy for me because
most of the stuff I use is already halfbroken. And I don’t take good care of
my electronics. So the difference
between a cable accidentally being
plugged into the wrong place, or
purposefully being plugged into the
wrong place is mostly academic to
me. The accidental glitches are a great
place for me to start experimenting
from. The good part about it is that I
used to try to make things work and
I’d be frustrated that they didn’t work.
Now I try to figure out new and novel
ways to make things break. It satisfies
my appetite for destruction and my
creative drive at the same time.

Mathias Jansson: How do you
experience glitch art on the
contemporary art scene?
Max Capacity: I don’t really
experience glitch art in the world
much at all except what I see on Flickr
or Tumblr. I mostly stay at home and
play with my electronics and
computers. Like I was saying earlier, I
didn’t even know glitch art was
popular with anyone besides me. I
think glitch art fits in under the
umbrella of avant-garde. And
probably similar to lots of historical
movements like cubism. I try not to
think about that too much. I love
looking at all the glitch art on the
internet, that always gets me excited.
I get a lot of inspiration from video art
from the 70′s and 80′s. But I think it
was the scrambled pornography and
glitched Nintendo cartridges that
really make me do it.

http://flavors.me/maxcapacity
http://www.flickr.com/photos/maxcapacity/
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Re-focussing The Lens. New Media And Film
Festival
Julianne Pierce

contemporary art world has been
slow to embrace media art, even
though there is a now a shift towards
more media art in galleries and
museums. And more recently media
art has been making its way into
major festivals and biennials such as
the Venice and Sydney Biennales.
An unexpected new avenue for
exhibiting and discussing media art is
via an increasing embrace of new
media by international film festivals.
Whilst these festivals are traditionally
forums for filmmakers, there are some
that are innovating in their approach
to cinema and especially in relation to
new media.

A familiar exhibition platform for
artists working in the media art field is
the international art and technology
festival circuit. It is a healthy scene,
with regular events such as
Transmediale (Germany), Ars
Electronica (Austria), ISEA (various
locations), 01SJ (USA) and arte.mov
(Brazil) showcasing the latest work by
artists from across the world. These
events show both emerging and
established artists and provide
context and discussion through
related conferences and workshops.
However, for many artists in the field,
there are limited opportunities for
exhibiting outside of these contexts.
The issue of how to reach audiences
remains constant for media artists and
especially reaching audiences who are
outside of the media art circuit. The

A few festivals, such as the wellknown Sundance Film Festival (held
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which opened on 21st January and

annually in January) are taking a new
approach to what cinema might be in
the digital age. The New Frontier
programme is a strand especially
devoted to exploring the limits of
traditional aesthetics and the
narrative structures of filmmaking.
Sundance (Park City, USA) is quite
unique amongst film festivals in that it
is interested in going beyond the
boundaries of filmmaking and New
Frontier is specially devoted to
showcasing artists working with
media installations, multimedia
performance and transmedia
experiences.

runs till 25th March includes an
eclectic mix of practitioners including
Blast Theory, Mark Boulos, The Bruce
High Quality Foundation, Daniel
Canogar, James Franco, Bill T. Jones &
OpenEnded Group, Akio Kamisato,
Avish Khebrehzadeh, Aaron Koblin,
Lynn Hershman Leeson, Takehisa
Mashimo, Miwa Matreyek, Chris Milk,
Satoshi Shibata, Squidsoup, Deke
Weaver and Lance Weiler.
All housed in one venue, the Old
Miners Hospital, New Frontier is
fundamentally an exhibition of
installation works that incorporate
film, interactivity, internet, mobile,
multimedia and performance. It is not
a thematic exhibition, rather it seeks
to explore ideas of engagement and
participation and ways in which
narrative and story telling are reconfigured through a range of
technologies.

New Frontier has now been running
for five years and is curated by Shari
Frilot, who says about the
programme: “Today’s media
environment assumes threedimensional realities in time and
space. Mobile networks, electronic
gadgets, wireless internet, and
surveillance technologies now encrust
our bodies, creating an
electroskeleton that structures our
modern lives, affecting our ethics and
our decision making. As this evolution
intensifies, New Frontier at Sundance
explores how storytelling and
independent cinematic expression
can exist at this forefront to compel
audiences to engage with one
another in ways that fortify our
humanity.”

For those of us in the media art
sector, this exploration or non-

The 2011 edition of New Frontier
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A key driver for the Adelaide Film
Festival is to “animate the multiple
screens in our lives”. It strongly
acknowledges that the cinematic
experience is no longer confined to
the ‘big-screen’ but that experience is
now dispersed across a range of
screens – large and small. And as an
audience, we can choose to engage
with cinema through online or mobile
devices whenever and wherever we
are.

linearity through technology is second
nature to us, but in the context of a
film festival, it opens up new
possibilities to think about what
cinema is and how the ‘cinematic
imagination’ has infected us as a
dominant form over the last 50 years.
It is an experiment in re-thinking the
cinematic apparatus as a two-way
relationship between the ‘auteur’ and
the audience and exploring a more
multi-dimensional engagement.
With a focus on the moving image in
all its forms, the Adelaide Film Festival
in South Australia is another event
that bends the parameters of a
traditional film festival. With the
benefit of being quite a young festival
(started in 2003), Director Katrina
Sedgwick has embarked on a project
to create intersections and dialogues
across cinema, visual arts and digital
media.

The 2011 Adelaide Film Festival,
running from 24th February – 6th
March, Includes a significant
milestone, a project called Stop (the)
Gap, a major showcase of moving
image works by Indigenous new
media artists from Australia, Canada,
USA and New Zealand. With a series
of exhibitions, film screenings,
outdoor projections and discussions,
‘Stop(the)Gap’ will look at how
Indigenous artists are using media “to
challenge global preconceptions
about contemporary international
Indigenous expression.”

Similarly to Sundance, Adelaide Film
Festival works with curators to
develop an exhibition programme
featuring new media artists who are
working with moving image in a
predominantly interactive and digital
context. Whilst film itself is now a
predominantly digital medium, the
inclusion of media art works alongside
linear filmmaking aims to think about
how the moving image might engage
audiences in other ways than sitting in
a darkened cinema space and staring
at a screen.
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Another feature of the Adelaide Film
Festival is an active support for multi-

differently about collaboration and
partnerships.

media creative development and
production. In 2011 it is staging a 5-day
residential laboratory called The Hive,
which brings together practitioners
from film, theatre, new media and
visual arts to investigate intersections
across these forms and what new
‘conversations’ might arise from this
cross-fertilisation. ‘The Hive’ is being
facilitated by San Francisco based
Wendy Levy, who is a long term
One of the most important outcomes
of this new media/film alliance is not
only the continued exploration of
technologies, but also an investigation
of how this interdisciplinary approach
enables a critical exploration of social
relationships, society, politics and
contemporary life. Film festivals bring
new audiences to new media practice
and increased collaboration between
the new media and cinema worlds
can only benefit by a richer
engagement with audiences who are
willing to participate, explore and be
part of this multi dimensional
conversation.

advocate of the new media/film
interface and is Director of Creative
Programming at Bay Area Video
Coalition (who run a regular lab for
creative teams to develop multiplatform documentary projects).
These types of residential labs have
been vital for the development of the
new media sector over the last 10-15
years and organisations such as Banff
New Media Institute in Canada,
Australian Network for Art and
Technology in Australia and Eyebeam
in New York have been instrumental
in supporting the development of
new media arts practice. And now the
film world is set to make an impact on
how new media arts might develop in
the next decade. It is an opportunity
not only for practitioners to re-think
how to engage with the screen and
with audiences but also for
institutions and organisations to think

http://www.sundance.org/festival/fil
m-events/new-frontier/
http://www.adelaidefilmfestival.org/
http://www.bavc.org/
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The Perturbing Image. Interview With
Francesca Fini
Alessio Galbiati

been trying to redefine their taste in
order to extend their boundaries as
well as the number of readers.
Francesca Fini is an image-woman:
she creates (moving, static, real and
synthetic) images; she is an art
performer and filmmaker, interaction
designer and (hyper) graphic dealing
with every kind of hybridizations and
contaminations. During her life she

The following interview was published
on Rapporto Confidenziale, nr 30
(Dec/Jan 2011) pg 26-32 –
http://www.rapportoconfidenziale.or
g/?p=11508

has been trying her hand at several
media. Her first work was the
autobiographical novel “Thus Spoke
Mickey Mouse” (1996), then she began
to work in the fields of cinema and TV.

Moving images can take place in
many different ways, there is no use in
limiting such passion to the
cinematographic world because a
(contemporary) cinemagoer finds
fulfilment to his addiction in such a
multitude of expressions. “Either I
have my dose or I haven’t”, Jean
Epstein used to say about
cinematographic serials of the ’10s. It
is fair to open the mind and break
down the walls that limit pleasure in
unnecessary preset categories. Such
categories are only useful to Arts’
“market” and street markets. Lately
cinematographic magazines have

Her multidisciplinary formation was
the driving force that led Francesca to
find her own original way of artistic
expression. She considers her own
body like a sensible entity helping her
exploring the ancestral
(non)modernity of men’s (or better,
women’s) needs and their
representation. Her body is also, and
mainly, a battlefield in (and through)
which it is possible to experience
actions and gestures becoming
“otherness”. The body as a hybrid
artefact whose conceptual
technological basis is inspired by
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artistic performances. Indeed, your
videos are recordings of unique
artistic performances. They are often
conceived for the digital eye of a
camera  the only partaker admitted.
So, what is video art for you, and
would you define your artistic quest?

cyberpunk philosophy (feminist lowtech based on Donna Haraway’s “A
Cyborg Manifesto”, a real beacon for
Francesca Fini).

Francesca Fini: What you said about
video art is correct, indeed I won’t try
to find definitions or make forecasts
like many others do. Recently, my
attention has been caught by a
strange phenomenon – while the
Guggenheim has advertised a contest
on Youtube aiming at selecting about
twenty well-made (technically and
aesthetically) videos (snobbishly,
some youtubers have even talked of
“i-pod commercials”), others think
that ideas are the only important
thing, celebrating aesthetical and
technical roughness as a value (as
someone says: if you take nice photos
you are a good photographer, if you
take bad photos you are an artist).

Francesca Fini’s moving images are
provocative devices calling up
passions and emotions. They show a
body amplified by technology whose
animal and biological nature is left
untouched. Her well-made videos are
not mere recordings but short movies
full of amazing and captivating genius
Alessio Galbiati: Today video art is a
definition including a multitude of
different artistic forms; video art
attracts things “other” than herself, as
any language does, embraces, reelaborates and transforms other
languages and art forms. Since it was
born, with the early works by Nam
June Paik, up to now video art as
always been everything and its
opposite. With Francesca Fini’s videos
people can experience audio/video
(cinematic) actualizations of unique

I have heard great representatives of
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the world of art celebrating and
disregarding Bill Viola in a very
convincing way. So, what you said is
correct: video art is everything and its
opposite. For me video art is art to the
nth power thanks to its ability to
catalyze languages. I mean it is a
mined ground for brains because you
don’t have to venture on it with your
brain, but with your instinct. A “Karate
kid-like” instinct that makes you float
while listening to the space with your
eyes shut. It is the main enquiry
instrument of contemporary art.
Sometimes you feel something is
deeply contemporary, even if you
can’t understand why, while
something else isn’t. You feel that
something is cutting edge, video art,
while something else isn’t. This kind of
mystic instinct is the key to
understand video art.

myself and my unreserved love for
Beauty.
An example of such necessity
becoming method is Oasi nel deserto,
a video inspired to surrealism, in
which at three a.m. I drag a deckchair
around Tor Bella Monaca dressed like
a diva of the ʽ50s. When I touch a
pitch-black wall with my hand, it
magically opens revealing the
projection of a sunny beach. I sit
down on the deckchair and enjoy the
artificial sunlight mixed with the
graffiti on the broken-down wall. I
think that the message is clear, in
every desert there is a little oasis, and
it is a metaphor of imagination evoked
by the transitory virtual scratch
represented by the video, and by the
immortal scratch of an unknown
artist. At the same time, in every oasis
there is a little desert because during
such an unrepeatable performance I
am all alone. And in that moment the
performance is addressed only to me

In this moment of my career I am just
moving instinctively in a borderland
between video art and performance
art. My need to tell a story – and make
it immortal through a video – is the
product of a personal, abrupt,
incidental and unique experience –
the performance art. Performance art,
as well as my way to lose myself in a
cathartic experience with
unpredictable implications, allows me
to express my loyalty to the world
through genuineness. At the same
time, the visual box in which my
performance moves and is
immortalized, lets me be loyal to

and the camera.
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Since I presume to be one of the very
few people who can really shot a
performance-art work and usually the
protagonist of my works, I have to
face the physical paradox to stay
before and behind the camera at the
same time. The photographic studio I
have realized along with my boyfriend
in my home’s basement is the symbol
of my artistic independence. It is a
sort of performative box completely
covered with black cotton absorbing
light and isolating action. Tripods with
lights, microphones and HD pocketsize cameras are all around the place.
Instead, I shot the global action with
my Sony HDV.

Alessio Galbiati: How do you create
your works? Would you try to explain
your “autarchic” attitude to
production, mentioning and
describing the home made studio
where most of your works come to
life?
Francesca Fini: “Autarchy” is a crucial
feature in my latest videos War, The
Shadow and Western meat market –
the birth, and is becoming a
peculiarity of my creative activity.
Thanks to my background in
audiovisual field, my technical knowhow has improved as well as my
narrative skill (and professional bias)
that inevitably influence my works.
Conceiving a performance or an

I use a cuff where action takes place
that helps me directing cameras and
lights, then I switch on this infernal
machine and the performance begins.
The first time the performance takes
place I am alone with the camera in
the performative box, usually it’s by
night and in complete silence. The
only rehearsals before that moment
just occur in my mind, apart from
technical tests involving the devices I
have to use. Obviously, I will repeat
(maybe many times) the performance
in theatres and art galleries, before an
audience. But it will never taste the
same again, it will never be like the
first time when I performed for
myself.

installation also implies the way it will
be caught and divulgated. My works
are video-performances in many ways
– on one hand they often include the
video and the interaction with the
video, and on the other hand they will
be divulgated in an audiovisual way.
This means that performance art
(temporary language par excellence)
becomes the unique and
unrepeatable experience I share with
the final user. That’s why the
audiovisual works I create belong to
the variegated world of video art.
Obviously, I didn’t made it all up. My
works are very close to Vito Acconci’s
situationist research on making video
art through himself and his own body.

War is the example of a performance
born and conceptualized during a
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video experiment. My idea was to fill
the room with colourful balloons with
paint inside, and then pop them. In
that situation, I had no idea of what
that was driving at. Action painting
was my reference, but nothing more
concrete than that. I wanted to find
what that experience would end in. I
set up the room and filled the
balloons with paint. The first
explosions made me feel like I was
killing someone, the paint was all over
my hands and dress. The balloons
where hard to break. I had to squeeze
them with all my strength, I actually
had to “strangle” them. Each explosion
was so tiring, I felt drained, shocked
as if I was doing something horrible.
But I could not stop. That was how
War came to life.

to the audio. Do you always do
everything by yourself?
Francesca Fini: I have studied as
director of photography for digital
productions, I am a sound designer
and video editor. So, I look after
photography, editing, and mix the
sound. Specifically, the sound of my
latest productions is live thanks to
interaction design devices. I usually
work alone on my performances, but I
often let other performers take part to
the projects.
Alessio Galbiati: Western Meat Market
– the birth is your last creation. A 7minute video in which you explore the
idea of meat handling pieces of it. The
context you perform in is an
interaction design installation.
Contact and sensitive experience
generates images and sounds in this
installation. It has a strong emotional
and visual impact, and the video
summons up your artistic skills 
performance, interaction design,
video art, direction, sound editing,
and live cinema. Tell us about the
guidelines of such creation, and how
you realized it.
Francesca Fini: The birth is the first of
a set of performances I use to tell the

Alessio Galbiati: Beside your
performances, as a producer you
don’t leave anything to chance. You
always use (more than one) good
cameras, your photography is
complex, and you pay great attention

relation of our culture with the idea of
meat, liberated from its sexual
references and conceived as the
physical and material essence of
otherness, the space it occupies, its
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smell in the air, and its interaction
with us. The meat is made up of
everything, it is a conductor of worlds
we try to interact and negotiate with.
Through interaction design, I try to
recount such short-circuit
represented by the touch and
recognition of the otherness, the
world, that represents something
elusive and undeniable.
In this performance, I am before an

Alessio Galbiati: I really find
interesting the key importance you
give to human body in your creations.
It is subject and object at the same
time, a structure on which you can
build a new possible reality. A body,
always a feminine body and (almost)
ever yours, immersed in a
technological reality, enlightened by
Donna Haraway’s “Cyborg theory”.
Such body artistically materializes
Haraway’s theory: “a cybernetic
organism, a hybrid of machine and
organism, a creature of social reality
as well as a creature of fiction.” Do
you try to make a research/inquiry on
possible forms of the cybernetic
human being?

altar wrapped up with foil. The altar is
supported by stacks of books and
candles representing the lights of
reason that Western countries use to
exorcise the fear of the void.
I have a low-voltage electrode in the
arm polarizing all my body, an electric
flux goes along it. The other pole is
attached to the foil covering the altar.
The circuit closes as I touch the meat,
sending a signal to a digital
synthesizer that translates it into
sounds and images. It is kind of giving
that meat the chance to speak and
sing. At the beginning the melody
seems lifeless, a mere sequence of
piano notes. Then it turns in a
symphony. Every touch produces the
call of a different animal trapped in a

Francesca Fini: “Being cyborg is a
21st-century condition, not a lifestyle
identity option” (Geert Lovink, Dark
Fiber). I quote Geert Lovink because
we are all cyborg today, whether we
like it or not. We have learnt to
amplify and sharpen our senses aided
by some cybord prosthesis without

decaying ecosystem. An interesting
part of the performance is what
remains unseen, what’s next, when I
wash this purified meat I gave its last
song of death – I offer it for dinner to
some friends of mine.
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I am a cyborg, my body already
belongs to reality as well as fiction.
But my mission is to become the
perfect cyborg, the self-aware cyborg,
who is not dominated by prosthesis
but bends them to her will. The fact
that I’m woman has a crucial role in
the goal of stealing the thunderbolt
from Zeus’ hand, because the hunger
for something forbidden is stronger
and stronger.

realizing the meaning of our everyday
gestures. In a creation of mine I
perform the visual theme of the head
replaced by a TV display. Starting
from my face, I move the TV display
over my body. As in a pop
radiography, the monitor reproduces
my body part “framed”: the heart
unveils and beats, the womb opens
revealing a secret laying inside of me.
Many people said that such an image,
such a mix between the image on the
display and my body, the endless
reflection between real and virtual
shook them. But they did not realize it
was the mix of their everyday life, the
same thing that happens when they
give birth to their avatars, their chats
or social network, before a desk-top
(not even fixed on their face or their
body, it is their inalienable prosthesis,
a fake leg they can remove before
going to sleep).

Alessio Galbiati: Nothing is
predetermined about your works,
everything is unrepeatable/unique.
You set up situations, sets, and use
technologies that dominate action.
You turn on the cameras and shot.
Improvisation is the key, but inside a
predetermined “system”. George
Brecht would call it “strict
randomness”. I think that the tension
between order and chaos is a
fascinating point of your creations.
Such tension takes place through
amazingly powerful moving images;
this is possible thanks to the

I know people who can’t move around
their city without a satellite navigator,
or lose their head when they can’t find
their mobile phone because they can’t
“connect” with the world.
Furthermore, world has no more a
physical meaning, but is an
intertwining of virtual experiences,
communication and information we
access to thank to the previously
mentioned prosthesis amplifying
ourselves. They feel like dying when
they lose it.
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uniqueness (typical of dreams?) they
are made up of. How do you manage
with such a working method, and why
do you recklessly search for it?

make that choice? Does it find its

Francesca Fini: That’s my obsession. In
arts, obsession is a necessity  as my
great friend and artist Giovanni
Albanese says. The balance I found
between order and chaos is my magic
formula to such obsession, and gives
me the force to create something
worth divulgating. Something in
which genuineness, truth and beauty
(which is synonymous with order for
me) can coexist.

sharing images, impulses,

motivations in divulgation/promotion,
or there’s something more behind?
Francesca Fini: I firmly believe in
solicitations, and ideas. Everyone can
take cue from my works,
experimentations, maybe in order to
develop something different and
more complex.

As I said at the beginning, I don’t
conceive the purely conceptual art,
the striking performative gesture, but
I do not surrender to the hypnosis
generated by most contemporary art 
easy game that has an end in itself.
There must be a profound, powerful
truth, a deafening voice modulated
inside a perfect score. I search for a
balance because that’s where the
most fervent fire burns, the fire that
strikes straight to the heart. All the
rest upsets and frightens me. In this

Alessio Galbiati: What “real” realities
would you suggest to an internaut
willing to have a blowout of the best
contemporary video art?
Francesca Fini: It is really hard to
choose, there are lots of good things
on the web. Actually, Ubuweb is a
good site, with its huge file on
experimental art and avant-garde.
There are lots of must-see videos,
from Acconci’s works to the amazing
movie on Marina Abramovic Balka
Baroque, to the latest mix between

sense I am a creature close to the
outdated Aristotle’s philosophy.
Alessio Galbiati: Your videos, your
video performances are freely
available on the Internet. That is not a
foregone choice since you are a
regular presence at art galleries,
festivals and museums why did you

visual art and commercials by
Murakami. Another interesting file,
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more specifically video-art-oriented,
is Tank TV. Last but not the least, the
famous Perpetual Art Machine.

http://www.francescafini.com
http://www.francescafini.tumblr.com

As for performance art, I suggest the
Contemporary Performance Network,
where you can meet artists, take part
to artist calls, and discover artistic
venues all over the world.Otherwise,
those who are fans of contaminations
between live art, experimental dance
and technology can find an interesting
network, DanceTech.net, with its web
TV for insiders which is a great
inspiration for quality production.

http://www.tendieci.blogspot.com
http://www.vimeo.com/channels/fra
ncescafini
http://www.celesteprize.com/france
scafini
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm335
7525
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Vaghe Stelle: Synths, Stars, Memories
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Zimoun and Leerraum [ ]. Sound Organisms In Evolution
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Dyndy.net: The Future Of Money. For A New Democratic Economy
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http://www.sarcha.gr/ViewAssociateDocuments.aspx?associateID=134
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Kim Asendorf. Censored Censored Chinese News
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Oliviero Ponte Di Pino. Ateatro.it: Dieci Anni Di Webmagazine
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Re-focussing The Lens. New Media And Film Festival
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